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FRUITS AND FANCY VEGETABLES

New England's Apple Crop IsEx
pected To Fill Two Million Barrels.

HIGHEST QUALITY—ABSOLUTELY FRESH

A crop of apples eight percent
larger than average will be harvested
in New England this fall, according
to the estimate of the New England
Reporting Service for the United
States Department of Agriculture.
The crop will l>e nine percent greater
than last year’s and will fill about
2,041,000 barrels.
Prospects in Maine and Vermont
are for lighter crops than a year ago,
while in other New England States
they are for consiuvrably heavier
crops than both last year, and the
average. Both McIntosh and Bald
I wins show better prospects this year
than for a number of years. In prac
tically all sections the June crop was
unusually heavy for all varieties.
Peaches, pears and grapes all shbw
prospects somewhat above the aver
age.
The indications are for a larger
production of all crops, except hay
and onions, in Massachusetts, accord
ing to the joint reports released by
the Massachusetts and United States
Departments of Agriculture. There
are some slight shifts in the acreage
of the various crops, especially from
field crops to market garden vege
tables.
Plantings of most field crops were
| earlier thhn usual this year and
weather conditions during June were
favorable to rapid growth. About an
average crop of corn is expected this
year—1,968.000 bushels. The produc
tion of oats is likely to total 288.000
bushels, while that of tame hay is
placed at 62>6,000 tons. Pasture con
dition is rated at 84 percent, com
pared with 81 percent at this time a
year ago and 87 percent the 10-year
average for July 1.

WHOLESALE PRODUCE
Tillson Ave.

Tels. 1235—1236

Rockland

86-88

A^nliq lies
Wholesale and Retail

Old Hooked Rugs
$5.00 and up
FURNITURE, SHIP MODELS, GLASS
WARE AND CHINA, LAMPS, WOOD

EN EAGLES—MANY OTHER THINGS
*

LITTLE CHILDREN

H. Rubin
738 Main Street

Rockland, Me.

DEALERS INVITED
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•[For The Courier-Gazette]
Little children on the shore
Building trenches by the score.
Laughing, running at your play,
Digging, building all the day .
Falling waters through the night,
Falling, falling till the light
tFInds your playground smooth as glass,
Waiting for each lad and lass:
Down you come pell-mell, and
Living in my house nearby,
From Any window see your fun.
See you, love you. everyone.
Eva Churchill
Deer Isle. (Maine

Have You Made a Will?
If you have not we suggest that you see a law
yer and let him tell you how your estate will

be distributed according to the Maine laws.

These laws, admirable for their purpose, are
entirely inflexible, however, and the chances
are that they would not coincide with your

ideas of how your property should be distribut
ed when you leave this world.

The only way to make sure that your estate
will be left as you wish is to make a will. This
should always be done under the advice of a

competent lawyer. Don’t attempt to do it
yourself.
As small a thing as a misplaced
comma may change the entire legal meaning of

the document.

The lawyer who draws up your will may sug
gest that you appoint a bank as your Executor

and Trustee. If he does we should be glad to
explain how (well we can function in that ca
pacity and what the advantages of such an ar

rangement would be to your heirs.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Oldttt

A

Banking Injt/tBtlca

MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP

CAMDEN’S ALL SET FOR MOTOR BOAT REGATTA

•«.

ABOVE THE AVERAGE

Hanley & Brown

M.A.A. in a short article in Tues
day’s Courier-Gazette regrets in
ability to find the rhodora in a recent
trip to Massachusetts. The rhodora
blooms earlier in the season than the
kalinia or lambkill and only now and
then a spray may be found after the
middle of June. During May and
early June the beautiful rhodora may
be seen in handsome patches all along
the highways. Although both the
rhodora, and kalonia belong to the
laurels, or heath worts, they have a
different flowering period.

Henry Tom Inski, a painter living
in iRockport, is at 'Knox‘Hospital suf
fering from a broken right wrist and
lacerations over the right eye as the
result of a mishap Thursday after
noon at the Munsey Garage. Limerock
street. Mr. Tominski was painting a
sign for the new ofllce of the John A.
Black & Company on the second floor,
standing atop a step ladder when
an automobile, reversing, came in
contact with the ladder. The bump
was not enough to upset the ladder
but served to disturb Mr. Tominski’s
equilibrium with the results noted.
He was reported as quite comfortable
at the hospital.

KILLING A RUMOR
From the office of the Sea and
Shore
Fisheries Commission
yesterday came this statement:
“This is to certify that the
rumor stating that haddock and
lobsters taken from the waters
of the State of Maine are dis
eased and unfit for food is en
tirely without foundation.
“The Department of Sea and
Shore Fisheries has made an
extensive investigation and (find
the haddock and lobsters In a
healthy, thrifty condition witti
no trace of disease whatever.”
The statement is signed *by
W. H. Thurston and Charles H.
Cahill, commissioners and H. D.
Crie, director.

Camden’s Attractive Yacht Club Which Will Be the Center of Activities on Regatta Week

If all goes well the electric illumi races Friday and Saturday, and
nations at Camden will flash on to among the winners will lie distribut
ing prizes aggregating $2200. which
night, and that portion of the world
Abraham Bradbury Parts With Life Earnings For Glass which* passes through the beautiful is $1000 more than the committee
offered last year.
“Diamonds”—Borrows Carfare To Get Home
town at the base of the Camden
George J. Gould of New York, who
mountains will know the community is summering in Camden, has offered
a very beautiful sterling silver cup as
The most daring swindle ever per- . Mr. Bradbury consented to enter is on the eve of another regatta
a three-year trophy for the “downThe Togus management has been petrated in this section of the State Ihe arrangement, and Raid he would week, which will attract there even
successful in reltooking the Philadel found as its victim yesterday Abra draw his money when Rockland was greater crowds than those which wit easter” runabouts, built by the Down
phia Colored Giants for tomorrow.
East Boat Co., of which! “Carney”
Six thousand fans witnessed the last ham Bradbury, who was perhaps the reached. The car was parked in nessed the first annual regatta a year Anderson is at the head.
exhibition played between these two most widely known Jewish resident postoffice square, where Miss Sadie ago.
The presentation of prizes will take
clubs in June, and what a game it of this city. Nearly 90 years of age, Marcus and Miss Alice Lymeburner
was! The colored boys have plenty apd with mental faculties no longer | saw a stranger leading Mr. Bradbury
This time there will be more boats, place at a banquet held at the Yacht
Club Saturday night.
of pep, can play J)all and certainly
faster boats, and some of the most
have their eye for hitting the apple. moving as actively as they did while toward Main street. The young woinThe 151-class hydroplanes attached
Jackman will again be on the mound. he was so extensively engaged in the en stopped to talk with Mr. Brad- famous drivers in tWe country. In to the Winnepesaukee Power Asso
Tils boy’s work is remarkable, his junk business, he listened to the bury, who did not recognize them, short the regatta will be the climax
fast underhand curves are puzzles to alluring tale of a stranger, and ex- and the stranger was obliged to re of a triple-barrelled series of races ciation, will surely he represented in
the Camden races, according to a wire
the batters. White, the catcher, is
which has never had a counterpart in
undoubtedly the best to perform in changed practically the last cent of peat their names.
received by Mr. Anderson Thursday.
this locality. His chatter and energy his lifetime's savings for 20 glass I When Miss Marcus was later in- Maine.
An interesting feature of
the
keeps the fans on edge. The balance baubles, which, he had lieen given l<> formed of the robbery she recalled
One woman driver is entered In the
decorations
will
be
the
illumination
of ihe tanned lads are active and qpilerstand represented a value of that the motor car was a large sedan, outboard
events,
Mrs.
Mildred
of a silk flag to be flown from a. 60know ihe game from all angles. The
painted maroon or dark brown, and Hickey, a record holder in Clafld C,
Togtis club has been strengthened $12,000.
foot flagpole, this being in keeping
Not
satisfied
with
this
barefaced
she
thought
it
was
a
Studebaker.
Division Two, who belongs in Wor with the serial story, written by Gil
and the Giants are in for a real con
test.
robbery, Mr. Bradbury's new-found
The stranger she described as being cester, Mass. Mrs. Hickey will drive
bert Patten, the Camden author, .and
friends (for thero were two, perhaps between 40 and 45 year of age, weigh in all the high power outboard classes.
published in Tip-Top magazine.
The Medford (Mass.) Mercury reA prominent runabout racer who
publishVs The Courier-Gazette's story three, in the "diamond" hoax) took ing about 140 pounds, 5 feet, 3 or 4
Of the 52 weeks in Camden’s year
from
his
person
$1.64
and
abandoned
inches tall, dark complexioned, and will drive Chriscrafts in the after
concerning Junior Ingham, the 5next week is hound to be the biggest.
year-old "Daddy Sunshiner.” who is him in Thomaston, where he was with rather a large nose. He was noon events is Hamilton Smith, a son
visiting in Rockport, and adds that obliged to borrow 10 cents for car dressed in a gray suit and wore a
of Chlds Smith, designer and build
this organization has several mem
A LIVELY FIRM
er of the craft.
bers living here. “Says the Mercury, fare with which to get back to Rock Panama hat.
Mr. Bradbury and tWe stranger
Whether Frank WIgglesworth, who
"Maine is a hunting ground for many land.
Hanley & Brown Are Fast
of them, and this cannot be wondered
Scanty clues were offered to the went directly to the North National with J. E. Wilkinson, outboard mara
at, for a more ideal spot to spend State Police and Sheriff departments, Bank, where the former presented his
Developing Their
Pro
thon winner in the race from Albany
several weeks, months or a lifetime,
and the trail was cold by several bank book and drew $2200. Joseph to New York and who broke the rec
duce Business
cannot he found than this wonder
ful State—outside, ttt course , our Lours when they were notified, so Dondis, manager of .Strand Theatre, ord from Portland to Boston Thurs
A bj.sy spot on Tillson avenue Is
own dear Massachusetts. It brings that tWere is little hope of apprehend and Samuel Shapiro happened to be day morning, driving a Dart run
much happiness to Daddy Sunshine to ing the robbers..
present when the transaction oc about in 3 hours and 52 minutes, will the wholesale produce house of Han
hear of his members when they are
Mr. Bradbury retired from business curred, both being well acquainted get into the runabout races is a ley & Brown. This firm was estab
away from home, particularly in the
question. William B. Tuck of Phila lished only last December, but in the
form of newspaper clippings.’’ And six years ago and has since been with Mr. Bradbury.
in a personal letter Managing Editor making his home with members of
To one of the bank officials, Donald delphia. Richard Frost, Donald Ayer, past seven months Its growth has
Edward A. Cronin of the Mercury the family, comforted in his venerable Leach, Mr. Bradbury said he was ad Phil .Tames, and Fred Boyce of Port been rapid.
Originally it occupied
adds: "It is possible that some of the
years by the possession of two bank vancing the money to his son-in-law land, and tWe Jackson brothers from only the large building adjoining the
children of your city might like to
public parking space, but yesterday
correspond with members of the l>ooks which told of a competence who was going to build a house. Mr. Winthrop are a few other drivers ex
Daddy Sunshine club, here in Med more than sufficient to meet hiswants Dondis overheard this conversation, pected to carry away prizes. .Tuck took over one large room o-f the
ford or abroad in foreign lands. We in the final years ot a career which and Mr. ' Shapiro talked with Mr. represents the Ludington Aircraft, buiding next east which is being used
lihve members across the waters
as a banana department.
has been marked by increasing labor Bradbury.
hydroplane division.
ever willing to write to children in
The main building has its ground
Another notable personage who will
From the Rockland Savings Bank
this country and will gladly send you nnd thrift.
floor divided into three sections, the
Four
weeks
ago
Mr.
Bradbury
went
names, or the children themselves, if
Mr. Bradbury withdrew his deposit witness the Camden races Is C. F. ofllce where two stenographers are
they write to Daddy Sunshine here. to Bangor where he was stopping of $2100, the two withdrawals repre Chapman, editor of Motor Boating employed, the main shipping floor
It might he worth while to Interest with his daughter. Mrs. S. Harris at
senting almost his entire savings.
magazine and secretary of the racing with crew of four and a big cooler at
the children of your subscribers in
the rear. fThe second floor is de
54
Boyd
street.
There
ho
met
a
man
committee
of the C.P.B.A.
Under
Mr.
Bradbury
’
s
mark
in
this phase of the work of our club
voted to storage of produce ami car
here. We find It very beneficial in who said his name was Gordon, and each instance, the stranger signed
Following his custom of last year tons and a paper department for
every way and will be glad to coop that he had lived 10 or 15 years in his name “J. Cohen,” as a witness.
Commodore Cyrus II. K. Curtis vol •bags, containers, etc., that is rapidly
erate with' you.” Jt Is hoped that Rockland. When he suggested that
With* the $4300 in his possession Mr. unteered the use of his splendid yacht developing.
Editor Cronin’s suggestion will lie
Fred J. Hanley and Harry II. Brown
he was going to Rockland and would Bradbury returned to the car with the Lyndonia as committee boat, and
adopted.
like to take Mr. Bradbury along as stranger, and gave the entire amount needless to say the kind offer was are the proprietors. Mr. Hanley has
had many years experience in the
a passenger, Mr. Bradbury welcomed for the so-called diamonds.
promptly and gratefully accepted.
produce business and Mr. Brown’s
ihe idea, as it would give him an opAnother notable craft which' will general business life and years of
One of the men then remarked that
Headquarters For New
ia>rtunity to see relatives here.
he had to go to Thomaston on busi honor the occasion with its presence meeting the public make them an ex
England
Neither Mrs. Harris, nor her Wus- ness, and they invited Mr. Bradbury is the cruiser Salt Lake City, which cellent team. One of the partners
visits the Boston markets
each
i and had ever seen the stranger, but to go along.
bad its builders’ acceptance trials on weekend in the interests of the busi
ihis gave them no special concern as
Leaving the aged man in front of the Rockland course last year. The ness.
they had no reason for disbelieving the Knox Hotel they said they w.ould cruiser has a displacement of 10.000
If sifted, nine-tenths of the crime of
tiiat the man was a former resident call for him in Waif an hour. The tons and is almost as long as a mod
Ship us your fowls and brtllert and roEngland and Wales could be traced to
cei»o the prolit others are making on you.
of
Rockland.
half-hour came and almost three ern battleship.
We remit daily at top market priooe. We
drink—The late Lord Chief Justice
water and feed your poultry. Our expert
When the car left Bangor it also hours had elapsed without seeing the
For the benefit of those who want Alvcrstone of England.
salesmanship makes money for shippers
contained one or two other strangers return of Mr. Bradbury’s friends.
to know what is going on, when it is
on declining markets as well as rising
markets. Ship, write, phono or wire us
who were friends of his, "Gordon”
He finally went to the Maine Cen going on, and where it is going on, YOUR FAVORITE POEM
about market prices, taps, coops, quota
tions and othar information. We are selling
explained.
tral station, because he Wad heard the following summary is given:
Rocks tor 35c and a 2c premium. Rods 28c to
If I had to live mv life again I would hava
In the course of (he ride the con one of the men say he was going
Monday night there will he a con made a role to read some poetry and listen
30c. Fowls 29o. Full feathered red broil
ers weighing four pounds over we are
to
some music at least once a week. The
versation
drifted
onto
diamonds,
and
cert by the Camden Boys’ Band,
away on the train.
soiling for a 3c premium. Compere our
loss of these tastes Is a less of happiness.—
sales with others.
Mr. Bradbury was told that 6ne of
Of course he did not find the men which was recently a prizewinner in Charles Darwin.
Gordon’s friends had $12,000 worth there, and walking wearily back up a New England contest, and this
COURAGE
New England Commission
which could be bought at a price that town he borrowed a dime in order will be followed by a dance at the Because I hold It sinful to despond.
Co., Inc.
AihI will not let the bitterness of life
would yield a large profit, if Mr. that he might get back to Rockland. Camden Yacht Club.
Bllml me jwitli burning tears, but look beyond
West Washington Market
Iliradbury would but invest his earn- He arrived at the home of his daugh
Tuesday night there ylll b a dance
Its tumult and Its strife;
New York City
Watkins 0664 lings. The others would drop $500
ter, Mrs. Benjamin Miller, 26 Ran at the Yacht Club.
Because I lift mv head above the mist.
Where the sun shines and the broad breezes
apiece into the pool, it was explained. kin street about 4.30 p. m. and told
Wednesday night there will be a
blow.
of his ride with tWe strangers, hut concert by the Camden Boys’ Band By every ray and every raindrop kissed
That God’s love doth bestow;
it was fully half an hour later before and a dance at thle Yacht Club.
PRINCIPAL and INTEREST
you I find no bitterness at all?
Thursday night th’ere will be a ban Think
he told how he had drawn his money
The amounts that our sav
No burden to be borne like Girls,Ian’s pack?
Think
you there ace tin ready tears to tall
ings account depositors place
quet
at
the
Yacht
Club
for
motor
boat
to buy the diamonds.
Because I keep them back?
to their credit regularly do
One glance at the “gems” and Mr. drivers and owners, and the officials—
not constitute the total sums
should I hug life's Ills with cold reserve.
Bradbury’s grandson, Lawrence Mil a fitting get-acquainted meeting be Why
To curse myself and all who love me? Nay!
because we add interest at a
ler. saw that his aged relative had fore the big races. Tlie concert will A thousand times more good than I deserve
certain per cent to their to
God gives me every day.
tals, which (brings the grand
been the victim of a swindle. He im be heard over Uie amplifying system.
And
In each one of these rebellious tears
totals up to much larger fig
Friday night there will be a con
mediately turned the stones over to
Kept bravely back, He makes a rainbow
ures. Open an account to
shine :
cert
over
the
amplifying
system
fol

Lieut. Cushman of tWe State High
Grateful I take His slightest gif,: no Years
day and get one of our sav
lowed about 9 o’clock by a very beau
way
Police
who
promptly
confirmed
Nor
any doubts are mine.
ings account pass books. By
The Dark skies must clear, and when the clouds
his fears. The “diamonds” were so tiful display of fireworks.
making deposits regularly
are past.
Curtiss-Wright Flying service will
thereafter you will find it full
many pieces of shining glass.
One golden day redeems a weary year ;
of interest oif the most valu
The Boston and Bangor police were have illuminated planes in the air. Patient I listen, sun* that sweet at last
able kind.
Will sound His voice of cheer.
at once notified and the search is Thbre will also be a public dance at
Then
vex me not with chiding. lx*t me be.
the
Yacht
Club
Friday
night.
on.
I must be glad and grateful to the en<l.
It is expected that 26 or 28 classes I grudge you not your cold and darkness--me
The needle is being sought in the
ROCKLAND, MAINE
The powers of light befriend.
[ will participate in the motor boat
haystack.
—Celia Thaxter.

AGED

HEBREW

BROILERS

The BOOK OF MOST
INTEREST

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

SWINDLED

4

DEATH

The Courier-Gazette

AND

SURPRISED

TAXES

“UNCLE

Before me,

FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Judge not, that ye be not judged.Matt. 7:1.

IMPROVING THE HOSPITAL
Friends of the Knox County Gen
era] Hospital—they make up a large
company—will learn with satisfac
tion that a number of improvements
are to be made at that institution
which will serve still further to en
large its capacity for service to the
community. One of these Improve
ments will consist of a new x-ray
equipment, to succeed that which has
been in service for the past twenty
years and has become relatively ob
solete when compared with the mod
ern x-ray. The new equipment will
be the latest word in this direction,
and will include a portable x-ray for
use at the bedside, in cases where it
would be difficult for a patient to be
taken to the usual room. In asso
ciation with this department it is pur
posed to erect outside the hospital a
6mall foreproof building for the stor
age of the x-ray films, thus removing
every source of possible danger from
fire in this connection.
The installation of a laboratory
constitutes another step toward plac
ing the hospital on par with the fore
most hospitals of the country. This
is a detail long needed here. Until
the present time it has been neceseary to call upon Portland or Bangor
for such assistance as a laboratory
supplies, a process occasioning delay
that in certain cases might prove very
serious.
The fourth item of improvement
will see the reconditioning of the hos
pital elevator, which as the result of
long years of service has developed
archaic tendencies that call for
attention, and this it will receive in
the latest manner.
These highly desirable additions
will greatly add to efficiency and give
to the Knox County General Hospital
another lift toward that equality
which its officers and directors aspire
to have it enjoy among the most
modern and efficient hospitals of New
England, able instantly to meet in
complete fashion any demand that
may be made upon its resources.
It is to that staunch friend. Cyrus
H. K. Curtis, that the hospital is in
debted for a chleck of $12,500, which
makes possible the carrying out of
the improvements here noted.

PAINT

The shadow of unemployment
seems always to be lurking in the
background. On occasion it advances
itself into more prominent view and
establishes conditions that are diffi
cult to deal with*. Whether in this
country unemployment is now on the
increase diecloses divided opinions.
Some reports declare the outlook to
be serious, others run to the opposite
extreme, finding everything lovely.
Between these two opinions there is
probably a middle ground that more
clearly frames the situation.
And speaking of unemployment, is
not the entire world open to the tree
titter? Just now there is being
staged a nationwide tree sitting con
test. It is a form of sport that is
not without its appeal to every
sedentary nature.
No capital is
required, no previous experience
essential. One has only to select his
tree, climb to one of its branches—
preferably a branch! adapted by nat
ural conformation to be sat upon with
some approach to comfort—and there
you are. You just sit there and—well,
sit. Food at intervals is passed up
to sustain you in your endeavors.
And there is a time-keeper. No other
machinery is required, no violent
gestures of any sort are demanded.
That’s all there is to it, and the
associated press regularly tells the
■world how many hours you have put
in. Some artists exhibit their talent
upon a flagpole, but thle larger part,
perhaps moved by some faint ances
tral trace, prefer a tree.

Both Are Certain In Present Civilization—The Tax Dollar Mr. Harriman of Cushing Only Two Years Short of Cen
tury Mark Is a Guest of Honor
Gives Great Returns'Ll Protection and Service
There is an old saying: ''There are but two sure things in this world
—Death and Taxes."
The one is on our minds each day. Thousands of skilled men and
women are giving their lives In an effort to equalize the battle between
Man and Death. And every day the world’s millions, seriously or casu
ally, but deeply, think of this one of the two certainties of this world.
On the other hand, of course, Taxes (the other certainty of this life)
are nowhere near as important as our final bow to this world, and we
oould not expect a corps of Doliar-Doctors, or Mill-tPhysicians and TaxWorriers to spring up to complete the comparison we have just made.
BUT—if Taxes are that certain (and they have always been and appar
ently always will be) why not give them more thought, employ more skill,
and in every way try to get more out of our "Tax-Dollar."
Our local schools: are they undernourished, or are they overfed? Our
local streets: do we reach willingly into our pockets for dollars with
which to pay for them, or are those dollars wrenched out in the form of
jangled nerves, lost time, and repaired cars and trucks because of too
narrow, too rough, or even muddy streets? Our business and homes:
do we pay Tax Dollars to the municipality, each our own little share, for
police and lire departments—or do some of us pay bitterly the losses
which come from careless administration or curtailed budgets?
Health enters in: recreation enters in; charities enter in, as well
as civic expense and miscellaneous items. We must consider them all.
TAXES ARE rMIFORTAXT. TAXES A'RE DEFINITE. Taxes are as
sure as Death. In fact. TAXES, as we all can see. determine in our com
munity. as in all communities, something of how and when we meet up
with the other certainty.
Every man takes pride when his savings, whether large or small,
bring him in returns. Why not take pride in the savings of Taxes and
the returns they bring us? Not the savings In reduced Taxes, but the
savings in Taxes fairly levied, properly administered, and enjoyed gen

erally?
This is something for every one of us to consider. The responsibility
is individual. If we. as citizens, want something of our fellow-citizens,
our "business-organization-town" which is TOURS and MINE. will fur
nish it if it is needed, and will do it through our TAX DOLLARS—Yours
—and Mine.

THE CASE OF BONNEY
17 j*.
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Rockland. (Me., July 19. 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of July 17. 1930, there was
printed a total of 6329 copies.

Every-O ther-Day
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CAMDEN
Ivan Young of Xew Haven is vislt-

Editors Comment On His n-. ing relatives in town.
dependent Move Are Not
The regular meeting of Maiden
Favorable
’ Cliff Robekah Lodge will toe held

When Uncle Elijah P. Harriman of is the grandson of Conrad Heyer, who
Cushing accepted his son's invitation lived to be 106. and who had the ad
to ride to South Warren yesterday ditional distinction of being the first
no little bird whispered to him that a white child born in Waldoboro.
surprise party had been arranged in Uncle Elijah was the 12th child of
Jonathan and Elizabeth (Heyer) Har
honor of his 9Sth birthday.
The event took place in the hall of riman.
Mr. Harriman served ten years as
Good Will Grange and was engi
neered by 'Mr,. Harriman's nieces. a section hand on the old Knox &
Mrs. Lawrence S. Hahn and Mrs. John Lincoln Railroad, and after that
Marshall. Present were some 75 turned his hand to almost everything
neighbors and other friends, the that would yield honest wages. He's
nearest approaching his own age still handy about the farm and en
being Mrs. Amanda Grafton, aged SS. joys a farmer's rugged health, al
Picnic dinner was served, and while though last winter when he was
"hauled up with rheumatism." he
the aged guest of honor partook mod
erately it was with a keen apprecia- grudgingly admitted that he must be
tion of the cookery for which Cushing getting "a little bit old."
housewives are noted.
Mr. Harriman has had several fixed
Following the lunch an interesting habits, amojig them fox hunting,
halfhour was spent by Mr. Harriman chewing tobacco and voting the
opening the many gifts which had Democratic ticke*. Back two or three
been tendered in honor of the anni- score
years, he was the best shot on
versary. These Included money and J the river, and the side of the barn was
many useful articler.
generally covered with fox brushes
Then came the singing of old hymns in season.
and favorite selection which bore the i Mr. Hafriman. while a Democrat by
stamp of other days, but which had conviction, doesn't go in very strong
the power to bring a mist into the for politics and hasn't 'tended town
eye sof Knox County's oldest citizen meeting for quite a spell.
Follows a complete list of the guests
as ills memory harked back over the
at the birthday party
long stretch of years to his boyhood.
The program also included recitaElijah Harriman. Llewellyn Harritions by Mr*. Oscar Copeland, piano man. Orrin Woodcock. Mr. and Mrs.
solos by Margery Marshall and Mar Herman Killeran. Miss Orpha Kilguerite Petrie and a brief address by leran of Cushing; Minerva Marshall.
Harry Mahoney of Guelph. Ont., who. Bertha Hunt, Mr. and Mrs. George
with Mrs. Mahoney, is visiting at Mrs. Counce. Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Jordan,
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Jordan. Mr. and
John Marshall's.
Othe guests who came from a dis Mrs. Albert Jordan. Mr. and Mrs.
tance included Mrs. Weston Petrie ■lames Storer. Mrs. Winslow, Mr. and
of Souvh Portland, a grand-niece of Mrs. Leslie Copeland. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Harriman, and her daughter J. E. Benner, (Mrs. 'Fred Peabody.
’ Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Copeland. Mrs.
Dorothy.
in this interesting and congenial ! Rose Marshall, Mrs. Paige. Mrs.
gathering the hours passed unnoticed Annie Grafton Bucklin. Mrs. Amanda
by all save Uncle Elijah who late in Grafton. Mrs. Margaret Tolman,
the afternoon guessed it was “most Natalie and Esther Tolman. Warren;
Mrs. Gertrude Hahn, Mrs. Jessie
chore time.’’
Be it known that this 98-years-old Woodcock. Mr. and Mrs.'Bert Benner.
Cushing resident is housekeeper in Peter E. Hilt. Edna C. Hilt. Mr. and
the family which consists besides Mrs. W. E. Newbert, Mrs. Ruby Hall.
himself of his sons. Llewellyn and Vinal Killeran. Mrs. Etta Benner. Mr.
and Mi-s. Bert IRobinson, Mrs.
Bert.
Washing dishes is one specialty in Florence Copelanfi. Mrs. Esther New which he shines, literally and figura- ' bert. Mrs. Bessie Crouse. Mrs. Loraine
Young. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jones
tively.
"His household is immaculate," Mrs. Celia Oliver. Mrs. Foster. Mrs.
explained one of the women guests, Thorndike. Mrs. Addie Jones. Thom
who has been a frequent visitor at the aston; Mrs. Alice Kaler. Barbara Jor
dan. Robert Dolham, Rockland; Al
home.
Mrs. Harriman died seven years bion Gamage, 'South Bristol; Mar
ago. and Uncle Elijah concluded to guerite Petrie, Dorothy Petrie. South
take up the reins which had been Portland. Mrs. Viola Parker, Natalie
dropped by his beloved partner of so Parker. Schenectary. N. Y.; Mr. and
| Mrs. Harry Mahoney Miss Edith
many years.
His longevity is an heritage, for he Marshall, Guelph, Ontario.

The Atob'e Clark place is for sale,
and has not beer* disposed of as pre
viously stated. Ernest Rawley is the
salesiuaft.
Mrs. Everett .Snow attended the
funeral of her brother the late Bmery
Hart in Cushing Wednesday.
Mrs. 'Farnham is having her house
painted, the work being done by
Mason & Simmons.
The Claytors are entertaining
guests from Boston.
One Gallon Pail,
$4.50
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peterson and
One Gallon Oil,
1.50
her father John Fuller motored to
Bangor for the day Tuesday.
Mrs. Beulah Hocking returned last
Two Gallons Paint,
$6.00
week to her home. She has been a
two weeks guest of her parents.
This paint has been sold and used by us for
Fred Watts is slowly recovering
more than 35 years, and its reliability is shown
from a recent illness and is now able
to work around his place.
by repeat orders.
Sumner Archer was an over night
guest of fr’ends in this place Wed
HOUSE PAINTING AND DECORATING
nesday.
The school of instruction held at
the church closed Friday. P.ev. and
Mrs. Barton, take a great interest in
the children, teaching them to sew
305 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
make boats, etc.
“The World Upside Down’’’ will (be
86-87
the Sunday morning subject at the
It
is
understood
that
Emil
Ludwig
Baptist Church. There will toe spe
ST. GEORGE
cial music. The evening song service
has completed his,next biographical
will he -followed’ by a sermon, “A New
Beginning Monday, 8.30 to 11 a. m. volume, and he and his publishers
Creation.”
and continuing through the week, a
Daily Vacation Bi'ble School will be are going into conference next week
The Ladies’ Aid of the First Baptist held1 in the Baptist Church for chil to decide whose biography it will be.
—Life.
Church. St. George, will hold a sale dren of five years and older.
and supper at the Grange hall. Thurs
day, July 24.—adv.
83*86

____
i Wednesday evening and a full atDonald F. Field, chairman of the tendance is desired as business of
Republican State committee said ' importance is to be transacted.
Wednesday that so far as he knew I Sunday morning a number of the
there was no movement under way members of the “2nd Degree Associto prevent the name of Frederick P. l ation," I.O.O.F. of Boston, will arrive
Bonney of Rangeley from appearing l on the steamer Camden for their
on the official ballot at the Septem annual outing.
They will enjoy
ber election, as an independ nt can breakfast at the Ocean View T Room
didate.
and from there will go to Castine
The Stale chairman indicated that , where dinner will he served at the
there would be no action taken by Inn. Sports will he enjoyed in the
the committee. Without saying so. he i afternoon and then the party will sail
gave the impression that Mr. Bon - i fsr Rockland to oonnect with the
TWELVE INNINGS AGAIN
ney's actions were of no concern to * steamer for home.
the State committee, so long as Mr. I
Today the St. George and Camden
Bonney was not running for the office !
ball teams will play at the Camden
of Congressman from the Second
Trotting Park grounds. The home Rockland On Short End Of An Erratic But Interesting
District as a ’Republican. This of
team lost last week to St. George in
Contest Last Night
course he cannot do under the rulings
a 12-Inning game. The game starts
of Secretary of State Smith to the
today at 4 o'clock.
effect that the only names that can
Rev. T. M. Griffiths, Ph.D.. of
appear upon the official ballot as Reon a very pretty throw from left
Today's Game
publican candidates are those nomi- • " aterville will occupy the pulpit in
field toy Stevens.
St. George at Camden, 4 p. m
nated in the primary election last i the Baptist. Church Sunday morning.
■FoWler accepted 11 of his 12
Next
Week's
Games
June.
I Mrs. Alaric Stone of Boston will be
chances, including a line catch that
Monday—Thomaston vs. St. George developed into a doutole.
It was stated by a member of the , the soloist.
Republican organization that while | Mrs. Jessie Satterlee will resume at Rockland
Because of its closeness the game
Mr. Partridge, the winner in the pri- ’ her position as clerk in Fred Elwell’s
Tuesday—Camden at Rockland.
was very interesting and Thomaston
mary, would take no action against ' atore Monday after being confined to
Wednesday—Thomaston at Cam deserves much credit (for its uphill
Mr. Bonney’s candidacy using the her home by illness.
den.
fight. The score:
word “iRepublican,” that “organiza
Friday—Rockland at Thomaston.
"Jesus and’ Plain Folks" will be the
Thomaston
tional steps’’ were being taken to see
The League Standing
ab r bh tb po a e
subject of Rev. Albert Luce’s address
if he could not be forced to run with
Last night’s game reduced Rock L. Sawyer, s« ... 6 10 0 2 11
at the Methodist Church Sunday
out such an “obviously confusing"
morning. Subject of the Gospel serv land's lead so that it is now but a I Boggs. 2b .......
designation.
full game ahead of St. George and i Condon, c ......
ice will be '1My Father's God.”
• * • •
Capt. Ernest G. Lamb of New Y’ork leflt two teams tied for the cellar M. Sawyer, lib
Under the caption “Not Sporting ’
berth. This is how they read:
J Hinckley. 3b ...
the Bangor Commercial had the fol City is spending a few weeks with
Won Ixist P C. Feehan, p .....
lowing comment on Bonney's candi his sister, Mrs. Alherta George, High
.666 ' Benner, if ......... 2
Rockland ............. 4
street.
dacy:
500 ’ Stevens, rf __ 3
St. George ........... 3
3
“There have been no suggestions of
Mrs. John Leavett of Brookline.
,400 I Vinal, cf ........... 5
3
any improper tactics on the part of Mr. Mas®., is the gueet of Mr. and Mrs. Camden ................ 2
.100 P’elt, rf, If
Thomaston ......... 2
3
Pat*, ridge, who. very evidently, is the Oscar H. Emery, Highland avenue.
• * ♦ •
choice of Second District Republi
Mrs. Morietta Hobbs of Brookline.
48 6 10 10 36 13
cans. If Mr. Bonney runs inde Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Laura
Thomaston 6. Rockland 5
Rockland
pendently the conclusion may be nat Ritterfbush.
What started out as a loose and
ab r bh tb po a
urally drawn that he desires tc bring
Reginald Eaton of New York city listless contest at Community Park
about the defeat of Mr. Partridge by is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank last night developed suddenly into a McCarty, if
3 4
the Democratic nominee. As the H. Wilbur. Sea street.
very close and' well played game Jones, p .............
Second District is politically close, an
Miss Audrey Mitchell of Boston is which went 12 innings before a de Oney, 3h> ...........
Knight, c .........
independent candidacy might defeat visiting Mr. and Mrs. S. N. Butler.
cision was reached.
the IRepublican nominee, but it would
The opposing teams were Rock YVotton. lb .....
*Mr. and Mrs. John Abercrombie of
not elect Mr. Bonney.
Lynn, Mass., are visiting their land and Thomaston, the former with Fowler. 3b .......
0 0 0 0 0
“To our mind candidates who fol daughter. Mrs. Arthur T. Mullin.
Captain Jones in the box and the Brackett, rf .....
2 2 2 1 0
Cummings, cf ..
low a primary’ defeat by an inde
latter
with
‘Tippy
”
Feehan
on
the
The Friday Auction Club will en
112 5 1
pendent candidacy are not good joy a picnic Tuesday at Friendship.
mound. The visitors were outibatted Seavey, ss .......
sports. The candidate asks for a
to
the
extent
off
eight
bases,
but
Capt. C. A. Vaughn of the yacht
47 5 14 18 36 15 4
party nomination for a certain office. Gipsy was in town this week.
when the game went into extra inn
00023 OO’Ofl 001—6
If he receives that nomination he ex
A party from Camden motored to ings Tippy buckled right down to Thomaston,
12001010000 0—3
pects the support of the voters of his Rockland last evening and gave Mr. business, and in his work there was Rockland.
party. We believe that Mr. Dewar
Two-lbase hit, Jones. Home run.
and Mrs. Joseph Emery of that city, a strong suggestion of the old days
and Mr. Bonney would have consid
Oney. Bases on balls. off Jones 2.
formerly of this place, a house warm when he was thrilling the crowds
ered themselves entitled to the sup
ing. Mrs. Emery was presented with at High School and semi-pro games. Struck out. <by Feehan 8, by Jones
port of Republican voters had they
Jones was also doing some canny 11. Sacrifice hits, Jones, Fowler.
won the primary nominations that an electric toaster; a buffet lunch was work in those extra stanzas, weaken Hit by pitcher. Brackett,
Double
served.
they sought. We believe that the dic
play, Fowler (unassisted). Umpire.
Arthur
Mullin.
Jr.,
is
at
Y.M
jC.A. ing only in the 12th inning when he
tates of fair play call for their sup
passed Boggs, who lmd been easy Burns. Scorer, Winslow.
port of the nominees who defeated eamp at Winthrop for the remainder fodder for him in the preceding inn
of the summer.
them.”
After Prohibition is over you may
Mrs. Fremont Arey of Boston is ings; and allowed M. Sawyer the hit
which won the game. Incidentally* hear of some man drinking himself
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bert
Wall,
Sea
The Bath Times said:
it was Maurice Sawyer’s fourth to death, hut It will take him longer
“Considering that there were three street.
than two minutes to do it.—Life.
single in that contest.
candidates seeking the nomination in
Daring
(baserunning
cost
Rockland
A decrease in population may cause
June and that Donald M. Tartridge of
Its chance to win. for two men were
Norway led ’Senator Dwinal of Cam North Dakota to lose three Con
Hints For Homemakers
nailed at third, when all seemed well
den by 616 votes and Mr. Bonney by gressmen. This looks like the perfect
for the Lime City contingent. One
1628 votes it would not seem that Mr. argument for race suicide.—San
By Jane Rogers
of these men (Brackett) was retired
Bonney would prove a very danger Diego Union.

The Treasury Department will not
let go unregarded tfhe increased
ous rival to the regular Republican
efforts of the bootlegger to get his nominee. Mr. Partridge. It also is a
■unlawful wares across the Maine hit surprising on the part of Mr. Bun- I
borders from Canada. Orders have ney who, had he won the nomination. I
been issued to bring upon these would have expected and no doubt i
received the support of the friends of |
borders all tho available patrolmen. both Partridge and Dwinal. The pri
Maine’s long stretch of land border mary election is supposed to express
together with the great range of the will of the members of the party
coast renders her territory particu in the selection of candidates and
while many in this section favored
larly vulnerable to this form of out Senator Dwinal, and were disappoint
lawry. We are glad to record these ed that he did not have the necessary
active demonstrations upon the part votes to win the nomination, at the
same time concede Mr. Partridge was
of enforcement authorities.
nominated in a fair, clean campaign
and no doubt will abide 'by that de
cision and give Mr. ’Partridge the
SUMMER VISITORS
votes which he deserves when the
September election rolls around.
Occasionally we hear this re
"No doubt some of those who voted
mark: “I did not see anything in
for Mr. Bonney will vote for him in
The Courier-Gazette about my
September, providing he carries out
guests.” A little reflection will
his intentions. Possibly some of the
show the impossibility of getting
supporters of Partridge and Dwinal
the names of all summer visitors
may give him their votes but it is
who come to Rockland in July
doubtful if there will be enough for
and August. We want all wo
Mr. P.onncy to win tho election as an
can get. however, and to this end
independent candidate and his enter- I
we ask readers to send in such
ing the field appears to offer only the ,
items, either directly to this
hope that in so doing he will reduce ,
office or to our society reporter
the majority of Mr. Partridge over
Mrs. Gladys Jones Morgan,
his Democratic opponent. At any rate
whose telephone number is
it would appear that Mr. Bonney
794-W. Social events as well as
would show better sportsmanship if
arrivals and departures are de
he gave his enthusiastic support to
his successful rival rather than to try
sired.
to encompass his defeat."
k

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

MASURY’SR.R. PAINT

John A. Karl & Co.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

An Ad. In These
Columns Will

Sell

Anything From a
Needle to an Anchor.

Blueberry Rakes
Several Sizes, Several Prices

What Do You Want
to Sell ?

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 Main Street

LT

Address LENA K. SARGENT, Rockland, Me.
79Stf .

HEN hats are being reju
venated keep in mind that the
ribbons can be given a fresh ap
pearance by dipping them In a
quart of water in which three table
spoons of sugar have been thor
oughly dissolved.

W

'avo

Vinegar and salt make a fine
polish for brass and copper. Put
salt on a soft cloth that has been
dampened with vinegar and rub the
object to be polished. The same
combination is one of the best cleaners for the inside of flower vases
that have been stained.

announce Mftr
^tntua/ da/e o^ dtne do
art

duyuit
79-tt

A few drops of lime Juice gives
a delightful new flavor to honeydew
melon.

Tel. 791

Reliability
Economy
Good Performance

THE NEW FOBD TUDOR SEDAN

YOU arc buying proved performance

consumption, low yearly deprecia

when you buy a Ford. You know it

tion, and low cost of up-keep.

lias been built for many thousands

They have found, as you will find,

of miles of satisfactory, economical

that the Ford embodies every feature

service.

you want or need in a motor car at

Letters from users in every part

of the world show the value of

the sound design of the car, good

an unusually low price.

NEW LOW FORD PRICES
Roadster

.

materials and accuracy in manu

Phaeton

.

facturing. You sense a feeling of

Tudor Sedan
Coupe

.

.

Sport Coupe

phrase — “Let me tell you what my

De Luxe Coupe

new Ford did.”

Three-window Fordor Sedan

Further tribute to the sturdiness,

Business Men Supplied With Office Help

Rockland

85-86

sincere pride in the oft-repeated

Courses in Business Administration, Secretarial
Teachers’ Training, Etc. Write for catalogue

durtnp

MONARCH, 100% PURE
MASURY’S, 100% PURE

Convertible Cabriolet

De Luxe Phaeton

.

reliability and general all-round per

De Luxe Sedan

.

.

formance of the new Ford is shown

Town Sedan

.

.

.

in the repeated and growing pur

(All prices f. o. b. Detroit, plus freight and de
livery. Bumpers and spare tire extra, at low cost.)

chases by government bureaus, by
police departments, and by large

Universal Credit Company plan of time paymcnls offers another Ford economy.

industrial companies which keep

careful day-by-day cost records. In'
most cases, the new Ford has been

chosen only after exhaustive tests
covering speed and power, safety,

comfort, ease of control, oil and gas

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION

NOT very far from wherever you arc is a
Ford dealer who will be glad to give you
a demonstration ride in the new Ford.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVE-NT8
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The Rockland (City Band gives a
concert in the Belfast park tomor
row afternoon and plays at NorthIHjrt in the evening.

COMING

OF

THE

NEPONSET
IN THE

Big Dirigible Will Be In Rockland Sunday, July 27, and

July 23— Annual Shakespeare picnic.
July 23—Rose Festival, 4 to 7.30, at Mrs. E
M. Lawrence’s, Beech street, auspices Woman's
Educational Club.
July 30—Annual fair of Ladles’ Aid M. L.
Church, Rockport.
July 30—Summer fair and supper given by
the Woman's Auxiliary of Bt. Peter’s Church.
Aug. 4-6—New Waterville Fair.
Aug. 3—Knox County O. E. B. Field Day. at
Penobscot View Grange hall.
Aug. 3—Special session of Legislature con
venes.
Aug. 6—Washington, at Grange hall, mid
summer sale of the Community and iJulld.
A Aug. 0-Rockport. Baptist Midsummer fair.
Aug. 11—A1 G. Barnes’ circus In Rockland.
Aug. 12-14 New Belfast Fair.
Aug. 14- -Owl’s Head Church fair.
Aug. 13—Annual Field Day of Three-Quarter
Century Club at Waterville fair grounds.
[Note change In date.]
Aug. "20--Thomaston’s fair.
Aug. 26-28 - Hancock County Fair, Ellaworth.

Graduates of Rockland Commer
cial College recently obtaining posi
Will Take Passengers
tions are: Mrs. Iola 'Rector, wit'h the
Blaisdell Automobile Co.; and Miss
Christine Brown of Warren with the
New England's own airship, the Ne in the realm of the birds at a moder
Stonington 'Furniture Co.
ponset of New .Bedford, is coming ate price. A trained staff will be on
SERMONETTE
tlie field at all times to receive visitors,
Rockland is to have a big circus here Sunday, July 27. The dirigible answer questions and tell about the
The Years Between
this season, after all. License was will stop here only one day to.take up craft from top to bottom, inside and
Between two milestones, birth
issued this morning from City Clerk passengers anil give everyone a out.
and death, pass all the experiences
Keene’s office to the A1 G. Barnes chance to see and examine the new
There are accommodations for five
of human existence. This com
Circus which will come here Aug. 11 est ship of the skies.
passengers besides the pilot in the
passing interval we call life.
with 0® cars. There will Ibe no street
artistically furnished cabin, with its
About the first, the individual
Brand new from the Goodyear Zep
parade.
heavily upholstered chairs beside
ushered into consciousness has no
pelin factory in Akron. IDhio, and the nun-shatterable, non-inflammable
concern. Of the last, all are conM. iS. Dick was in a very jubilant fresh from its recent christening at windows. The ceiling is covered with
c«-rned. We speculate upon the
mood last night because of the Bird PaW\, East Walpole, Mass., May a thick blue (idle fabric, corresponding
phenomena we call death. It is
splendid showing made by "Bundle"
in
color
with
the
upholstery.
There
universally dreaded. We consider
in the Portland motor boat races. 28, 1930. the Neponset is launched on arc silver drop lights on each chair
it the end. Philosophy and often
COMING REUNIONS
The craft was ibuilt (by Mr. Dick and a tour of New England. As America’s back and silver fittings on doors and
times reason, suggest it may not
Aug. 27—Hills family at the Harvey Post
first and only privately owned com windows. The interior woodwork is
driven
by
Paul
Jones
who
won
first
grove, North Warren.
be the end.
in Class D, Division 1; first in the mercial airship and one of the most mahogany.
*-------------- —
Religion says it but opens the
intriguing
business
ventures
of
the
State
of
Maine
championship,
and
The car itself is made of duralumin,
William Karl Is at the Scout camp
way to an existence that shall
age, the craft is. out to call on one a metal alloy which has the duel at
second) in Class F (larger iboats).
never end. “The gates ajar.” Sci
hundred or more New England cities tributes of being as strong as steel
John Sullivan, telegrapher, is home
ence is coldly silent. All agree
and
towns
this
summer.
and as light as aluminum. Non-ex
Congressman White was a visitor
from Meredith, N. H., on a sick leave.
that it ends mortality. We speak
It is a novel aerial billboard as well plosive, non-inflammable helium gas
In the city yesterday, accompanied
of it “as a debt we all must pay.”
as
a
conveyance
to
transport
passen-j
used
to
inflate
the
-bag
makes
this
by 'Mrs. White. The coming was
“A great leap in the dark.” “A
A blazing automobile was the lure
unannounced, but qulitb a nunfttfr of gers and freigh't. In huge letters ■ type of ship the safest of all aircraft.
tragedy.” “A grim reaper.”
which called the fire apparatus out
across
its
sides,
the
name
"Bird
and
Non-rigid dirigibles of the Neponfriends dropped into the Thorndike
People instinctively cling to life,
in the heat oN Thursday noon.
Son.
Inc.,
Rugs
—
Roofs
”
catches
the
|
set
’
s
design,
popularly
called
blimps,
Hotel to meet the popular 'Senatorial
and yet to many life is a greater
eye
at
once.
The
name
“
Neponset,
”
acqullred that name from a contrac
nominee. IMr. White looks thorough
tragedy than death. Living we
The number plate of a Pennsyl ly fit for the brisk campaign in down at «one side in lesser letters, tion of the designation of certain
experience sorrow, sin. failure, dis
savors of Indian days and designates British airships as B type limp. Con
vania ear seen by Patrolman McIn which he is soon to engage.
ease. despair.
as well the river on whose banks tour of the bag is kept by pressure of
tosh Thursday boro the letters "OU."
Literature is full of the expres
early
Bird
mills
were
situated.
Much better than as if it had read
gas and air. A little air balloonet
Carrier changes affecting Granite,
sion of relief afforded by death.
The
New
England
Airship
Corpora

inside the big j?as (bag alternately
•I.O.U.”
Willow and Hill streets have been
"A dreamless sleep.” “Dying is as
tion came into being last year when giives out or takes in air as the helium
made by Postmaster Veazie. Granite
natural as living.” “The end of
a
group
of
New
Bedford
and
Fall
gas expands in heat and contracts in
R. J. Mayhew has received from street has been changed from Route
labor, entry into rest.” ‘Gentle
River
business
men
got
together
and
cold, thus keeping the full contour at
Gov. Gardiner his commission as 2 to Route 4, and is now in Carrier
death, the ebb t>f care.” ‘Glorious
Humane agent and is prepared to Carlyle U. Brown’s 'bailiwick. Wil contracted with the Goodyear Zeppe all times without any loss of the valusunset.” “Heaven gives its favor
lin
corporation
for
construction
of
an
ble helium.
enter upon his duties. Unfortunately low and Hill streets have been
ites early death.” "The crown of
airship.
Association
of
the
old
and
this need for such an official always changed from Route 3 to Route 2,
life.” "A port after life’s storms.”
new for mutual benefits makes New
The Neponset, built under personal
exists.
“If denied e’en fools would wisfi to
a\land are now in the itinerary of Car England first in still
another direction of Dr. Karl Arnstein, direc
die.”
----5
rier Almon Bird.
pioneering field.
tor
of
engineering
at
the
Goodyear
The great Apostle said “Death is
The Kennebec Journal says that
♦ * • •
plant, is 138 feet long and 38 feet in
swallowed up in victory.” We
The fourth week of stock at The
"Ralph E. Butler of Rockland, late of
Just as the Neponset arrives on its diameter. It lias a gas capacity of
should not seek, neither fear,
Co. M, 1st Maine Infantry has been Surry Playhouse opens on July 22 visit here will come the ship’s own
86.000 cubic feet.
death. Christ conquered death.
admitted to the National Soldiers’ with “Outward IBound" by Sutton portable mooring mast, probably the
Propelled
by
85
horse
power
“Eye hath not seen nor ear heard,
Home at Togus.” The local directory Vane. "Outward Bound" is a stirring most unique “hitching post” in the
Siemens-Halske
motors,
surprisingly
neither have entered into the heart
drama of suspense and mystery deal world.
does not give this name.
This collapsible mast is quiet despite their high power, the
of man. the things which God hath
ing with the passengers voyaging to mounted by guy wires and •cables
tbip noses through the air at about
prepared for those that love him.”
The lilies in Willis I. Ayer’s flowqj- an unknown destination on an ocean on., an automobile truck. In a second 65 miles an hour as gracefully as a
W. A. H.
beds are lovely. The pure white ones liner. Humor and pathos are closely machine, accompanying tlie truck, greqt floating bird.
Its
fuel
tank
are the madonnas and thb pink spot linked in this play of mystery which are the ground crew and a staff holds 100 gallons of gasoline, enough
ted are the regal. Mr. Ayer has always ceates discussion whenever photographer.
At the Congregational Church to
to carry the craft at least 500 miles
planted them among his other flower it is given.
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
As soon as the cars get here the wiithout refueling.
ing plants, and when they have gone
mast will be set up on its mobile base
The staff photographer, E. B. preach on the subject, "The Secret
Oakland Park dances next week
by. he will still have other flowers
and the dirigible has a secure berth Weeden. New Bedford, will take still of the Lord.”
will
be
held
on
special
nights
in
co

to beguile the bees and birds. The
* • • *
all ready for it. Through the use of and motion pictures of the ship's ar
lilies are majestic and stately, rearing operation with the Camden regatta. this mobile base and mast, something rival. the crowds, and flights.
Rev. O. G. Barnard of Belfast will
The
regular
Tuesday
night
dance
will
aloft their imperial heads, and the
never before attempted, the Neponset
There wilj be plenty of opportunity preach at the M. E. Church Sunday
passer-by cannot fail to notice and be held Monday, July 21. The Thurs is able to land in places hitherto un between flights for everyone to in morning at 10.30. There will lie no
day and Saturday night dances will
admire tl/em.
suitable for either lighter or heavier- spect all the interesting features of evening services during the month of
be as usual but with special attrac
than-air craft.
July. The Sunday School time has
this aerial Moby Dick.
tions
in
honor
of
thte
regatta.
To

Captain George W. Snow will talk
The ground crew, carrying tents
•Bird and Son. Inc., with its main been changed and Sunday School will
night
the
famous
Hudson-Essex
on aviation at the meeting of tfc'e
and sleeping equipment with them factory in East Walpole. Mass., man convene following church at 12
Lions Club next Wednesday. That Challengers will play. They have in their own machine, are preapred to ufactures roofing, floor coverings, o'clock.
won
New
England
wide
fame
as
radio
he will have an interesting story to
set up camp by the ship and be ready fibre cases and other products. The
• • • •
tell may be judged from the article entertainers.
to handle all her comings and goings. firm is one of the oldest and most
The Salvation Army weekend meet
concerning Captain Snow which ap
The Neponset will take up passengers reputable manufacturing concerns in ings include Saturday, 8 p. in., public
Edwin L. Brown, immediate past
peared in a recent issue of this paper.
day and evening for 20-minute sails New England.
♦ praise meeting; Sunday. 11. holiness
president
of
the
Rockland
Rotary
The entertainment committee frir
meeting: Sunday School. 2. lesson
August consists of C. Earle Ludwlck, Club, presented yesterday to that
subject. "God the “Invisible;" Young
"ON MY SET"
J. N. Southard and Dr. H. V. Tweedie, group his impressions of the recent
Peoples Legion. 6.30. topic, "Mat
who, according to rumor have some convention of Rotary International
thew:" salvation meeting at 8. These
The Sunday night Majestic
thing good up their sleeves for that held in Chicago which he attended as
meetings will be conducted by Ensign
delegate. The talk was largely per
concert will be broadcast by
month.—The Lincolnville meeting
and Mrs. G. A. Winsor.
sonal observation and extracts front
WLBZ tomorrow night
and
will be discussed next Wednesday.
• • • »
By Janet Houston
some of tlie high light hours, but co
House-Sherman, Inc, which has
\t St. Peter's Church (Episcopal).
cooperated in bringing the at
The traffic signals at the corner of ordinated through the speaker's
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
Limcrock and Main streets will never grounded knowledge of Rotary and
traction through a Maine station
' for tomorrow will be appropriate foi
say "Go" again with quite so much spired with occasional hits of humor
would be pleased to hear frem
the filth Sunday after Trinity: Holy
vigor as was the case Thursday after Rotarian Cyrus H. K. Curtis was
radio fans as to how the WLBZ
Communion at 7.30; matins and sernoon. Three portly and prominent given ap ovation on this his first ap
broadcast reached them.
non at 10.30; vespers at St. John
citizens (one pi eminent) were stand pearance for 1930. Other visiting RoBaptist Church. Thomaston, at 7
ing on the walk at the corner dis iarians were 'W. A. Cobb, Belfast;
BRIGHTER IN BELFAST
o'clock. Friday is the Feast of ~St.
cussing affairs of state when the Charles A. Holden, Hanover, N. H.;
lames with hloly communion at 7.30
two sets of lights said "Go." all at Rev. Madison A. Hart, Danville. Ky.:
With a probable increase in help,
md vespers at 7.30 p. m.
once. The two portly ones did “go” Dr. A. A. Bailey. ScWenectady, N. Y.; taing on from 135 to l»50 more and
• • • ♦
with surprising agility being barely George C. Merrill, Haverhill Mass.; increasing the payroll from $5000 to
brushed by the falling fixtures, but Frank Poland. Washington: Dr. E. $8000, it will be necessary for Daly
“Trifles” is to be the subject of the
the third member was struck on head A. Farrington of Haddonfield. N. J.: Brothers, occupying the Belfast shoe
sermon Sunday morning at the First
and
shoulder,
sustaining
some Dr. C. H . Jameson and Marcus factory to use the top floor of the
Baptist Church. Mrs. Kate Veazie
scratches and a new bump of know Chandler of Camden. Roy McDougall building. Up to the present time the
will be the soloist and Miss Margaret
of
Boston,
was
a
guest.
ledge concerning traffic lights.
Stahl will he at the orgam The church
building is in use only as far as the
school at 11.00 and the Christian En
top floor and it will cost, it is esti
ST. SMITHIN’S DAY
Batli Times: The new cement road
deavor meeting at 5.15 will he in»
mated, $1200 to put lit into shape.
In Woolwich from the dike east for
People’s evening
The building corporation at a recent
Statistics commonly are supposed piration hours.
According
To
the
Legend
We
Are
In
18 miles will lie completed Saturday.
meeting apponited iRialph I. Morse
to make dry as Just reading, but service is at 6.15, standard with the
For
a
Drouth
Lasting
Forty
Days
One side is all done and traffic now
often they contain a statement that • big sing” by everybody; special mu
to put on a drive to false this amount
passes over It. The other side will
makes us sit up and take notice. sic by the ladies’ quartet and a brief
by subscription. The increase will
A
new
London
newspaper
Tuesday
have to dry out which will take about
For instance, some of us may have message on the subject, “Things You
mean much to Belfast with the in
10 days. It starts at the dike arid published The following for the bene crease in payroll as well as provid
been laboring under the impression Seek.” Daily Vacation Bible School
runs east where it joins a nice stretch fit, of weather sharps:
that the sardines which appear at is held on Monday ami Tuesday at
ing employment for more than a
of new highway, this foundation of
our family board were once at s.DO with exhibition of the work done
Today is St. Smithin’s day. ac hundred persons.
which was completed a month ago.
home in foreign waters. To dis in the school on Tuesday evening at
cording
to
legend
this
means
thht
Rockland kids idolize Patrolman
After this settles this year a cenxffrt
prove this belief the figures in a 6.15.
top will probably be
put on next yesterday's downpour of rain will Ingraham and in response to scores
recent report reveal that of the
• • * •
year. Tho crew of Amos Haggett be the last for 40 days, inasmuch as of invitations he yesterday cashed in
2,800,000 cases of canned sardines
“
Life
”
will
be
the subject of the
& Sons which lias been at work in the legend provides that the l eather on their invitation to attend a ball
annually consumed by the hungry lesson-sermon in all churches of
Woolwich will go to Thomaston and
game at the 'Children’s Playground.
citizens of the United States, Christ, Scientist tomorrow and will
complete a two mile stretch of con prevailing on St. Smithin’s day .will Further proof of their liking for him
1,650,000 come from the briny deep include passages from the Christian
crete extending west from the prison continue for 40 days.
was seen in the fact that the juve
off the coast of Maine.
toward Warren. From that point a
The most obvious way to use sar Science textbook one of which reads:
“Dr. James H. Kimball of the Unit nile players did not ask lwm to um
new cement road leads to Rockland. ed States weather bureau has no con pire. As the score had reached 16
dines, of course, is as a spread for "Entirely separate from the belief
dream of material living, is the
sandwiches. Because of their dainty and
to 1 in the third inning Eddie was
Life Divine, revealing spiritual un
The sporting editor was well cern over the legend, nowever. and in unable to see the game out, but Babe
flavor, these little fish form t|ie derstanding
and the consciousness
pleased Thursday to receive a call no wise permits it to interfere with Ruth had nothing on him as a hero
basis of many an economical and
from David Sawyer, who was one of his weather predictions. The New while he did stay. Passerstoy who
conveniently prepared luncheon or of man’s dominion over the whole
the leading figures in boxing game England Almanac and Farmers’ thought there was trouble in the air
supper. Sardine sandwiches are not j earth. This understanding easts out
at all difficult to prepare. As many error and heals the sick, and with it
a quarter of a century ago. and who Friend, calculated for thle meridian of found the situation to be quite the
sandwiches as may be desired may you can speak as one having au
is now a very successful roofing con New London, appeals to be in accord reverse.
thority,’ ” The Sunday morning serv
be prepared as followstractor in Lewiston, where he some with the legend, however, and pre
Remove the skin and bones from ice begins at 10.30. daylight, and th£
times employs as many as 35 ni£n. dicts fair weather for the next two
the desired number of Maine sar Wednesday evening meeting at 7.30.
and where he is possessed of some weeks and a drouth continuing until
dines, mash them with a fork, The reading room. located at 400
MONDAY NIGHT
very desirable real estate. When he Aug. 15.
“The legend arose from the fact
blend them together with a little Main street is open daily from 2 to 5.
ROCKPORT TOWN HALL
left Rockland 22 years ago lie had
• • • •
melted butter. Season with paprika
"Stick" Smith and His Orchestra
figured in 246 ring battles in Rock that when St. Smithin’s body was
and lemon juice. Spread on but
O. E. Hamlin of Milo will speak at
Furnishing the Music
land, Portland. Boston and other exhumed to be reburied in the church
tered slices of bread, cut in fancy both services of the Littlefield Me
Popular Prices
places and had lost so few of them at Winchester, England, rain post
shapes.
*
morial Church Sunday. The subject
8C*lt
that all of the counting could be poned the ceremony 40 days. Thb
prolonged
rainy
weather
had
a
su

of the morning discourse will be “The
done on one hUnd. He was followed
Coming World Event,” and the eve
in the local ring by his brother Tom, pernatural effect on the people of
ning subject “Choosing Tlie Most
who also had many wins to his credit. that day and was accepted as an act
Needful *ftiing.” The choir will sing
TIm? ring docs not produce mifiy of God. The legend has been car
the anthem, "Praise The Lord Oh My
nowadays, who had their stamina, ried down through an old verse
Soul" by Caleb Simper in the morn
and their ability to give and take which carries the prophecy as fol
lows:
ing, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gregory
punishment.
‘‘St. Smithin’s day, of thou dost rain.
will sing a duet. In the evening then*
will be a duet "The Same Old Way”
At the Country Club this after For forty days it will remain:
by Mrs. Evelyn Hart and Edward
noon is bein staged the first round 'St. Smithin’s day, if thou be fair
Jameson. Sunday School meets at
of annual golf match between the For forty days ’twill rain nae mair.”
TOR SALB ’Seven room house. Sun porch,
the close of the morning service with
Rotary Clubs of Camden and Rock
two ear parage almost new). Electric lights,
a place for everybody and young peo
land. Three Saturdays will be de elt.v
water, one of the best locations in llockple's meeting at 6.15, will be led by
voted to the contest, the winner to port. Price $1800.
Six room house, new barn. ltfc acres of land,
Wesley Stuart. Mid-week prayer
play later the Forty Club for posses
electric lights, city Water, near trol’ev line
service comes Tuesday evening at
sion of the cup that is now held by In
Camden. Price $1000. L. A. THURSTON.
7.30.
Rockland Rotary.
Tel. 1139 Rockland.
86-88
Miss Alfreda C. Perry has sold
Wer house on Warren street to W. H
We operate a Modern Shoe Rebuilding Plant.
Anderson who will occupy it about
Sept. 1. The deal was made through
grave.
the T. J. Foley real estate agency.,
Up-to-date Machinery, Up-to-the-minute Methods
The Mae Edwards Co. has been
booked for Park ^Theatre and will
Things that are tine and worthwhile
open there Monday night. July 28
and inspiring deserve continuous un
t
Our Prices Are Right!
with the three-act comedy, “The
broken respect. Time should not be
Mouse.” It will be a three-day stand,
allowed to wipe them out.
with matinees on Tuesday and Wed
A grea>t Love .and an understanding
Embody sacred memories. They
nesday. The legitimate drama will
companionship is one of those fine
are
the
evidence
of
loving
be welcomed as a chbnge, and Mae
worthwhile things.
Giving much.
Edwards always brings a good com
IN THE BICKNELL
ROCKLAND . OPP TOWN CLOCK
Receiving much in return.
thoughtfulness.
pany.
And when untimely death writes a
Skilled in the craft of memorial
Manager Boyle personally en
tinal chapter, the memory of all those
Under New Management
dorses “‘The Shadow of the Law”
inspiring contacts is certainly worthy
making, we are ready to serve
4
which comes to Parfl Theatre next
of tribute—and of perpetuation.
your every need.
EDWARD G. WILLIAMSON, Manager
That’s why thoughtful people erect
Monday and Tuesday. William Pow-*a memorial:—its beauty to symbolize
ell is starring.
DONALD H. FULLER, Proprietor
the beauty of the Love it reverences.
Wm. E. Doman & Son,
"It is a tribute of thoughtful respect.”
Your rug problems can be settled
Mail
Orders
Solicited
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
Inc,
E. A. GLIDDEN & Co.
ing The People's Laundry, Limerock
1855
1930
street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your
EA8T UNION, ME.
84-86
WALDOBORO and ■
rugs and return them promptly. like
!4Ttf
ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS
new.
124-tf

Condensed Statement of the Condition
OF THE

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland, Maine

At the Close of Business on June 30, 1930
RESOURCES
Cash on Hand ....................................................................... $$ 146,449 46
Cash on Deposit ..................................................................... 271,456 77
United States Government Securities .................................. 212,729
212,723 17
Bonds and Stocks .... .................................................................. 1,225,945 47
... 2,350,586 86
Loans and Discounts ................a..............................................
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate ..................................... 321,181 77
Banking Houses and Other Real Estate .........................
74,006 37

$4,602 355 87
... 185,031 94

Trust Investments

$4,788,387 81

LIABILITIES

Capital Stock ....................................................
Surplus and Undivided Profits
Reserve for Interest and Taxes .................

$1,024,634
3,074,210
53,109
84,125
. 100.000
... 240,500
25,775

Trust Deposits

....

Demand Deposits ...........................................

8avings Deposits ........................................
Certificates of Deposit .................. -..........
Other Deposits ............................................

85
49
87
45
(W
21
00

$4,602,355 87
186,031 94
$4,788,387 81

OFFICERS
h. n.

M. R. PILLSBURY
Vice President

McDougall

President
JARVIS C. PERRY

McIntosh

earle

Vice President
ELMER C. DAVIS
Treasurer

Vice President

CHARLES M. KALLOCH
Vice President

BRANCH MANAGERS
Elmer E. Joyce .......
Camden
Harold S. Davis ......................................... Rockport
John H. Williams ........................................... Union
Leon W. Sanborn .................................... Vinalhaven
G. D. Gould ....................... -............................ Warren

DIRECTORS

A. P. Blaisdell

Henry B. Bird
Nelson B. Cobb

L. W. Fickett

J. W. Hupper
C. M. Kalloch
H. N. McDougall
M. B. Perry
G. W. Walker
Adriel U. Bird

W. O. Fuller
J. A. Jameson
G. A. Lawrence

J. C. Perry
G. M. Simmons
G. B. Wood

C. S. Staples

MEMBER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, INC.

Saidme Sandwiches

DANCE

NEW

SHOES FOR

BORN
I! ILL—At 8t. r.eorge. July H> to Mr. xml
Mrs. Almond C. Hall, a soil. Almond True
Hal).

HBNRY At ilre kland, July 18,-Mary Isabelle,
widow of Capt, Joseph B. Henry, ased 74
years. 11 months, 17 daya. mineral Mon
day at 9.JU from .Catholic Kliurfh. Thom
aston.
LASSKLL At Rockland, July 18, George
Hubert Lassell, Jr., formerly of Bath, aged
2!» years, 4 months, 18 days. Funeral Sat
urday at 2 p iu., at 21 Willow street.
SCHWARTZ—At Waldoboro. July 12. Mrs.
Sadie White Schwartz, aged 61 years
WIIARTIMX At Thomaston. July ID, Jfcarah C.
Wharton, aged 79 years, 11 months, 26 days
Funeral Monday at 2 o’clock, idaylight, from
A. 1). Paris A- Sons parlors.

A tribute of Thoughtful
Respect

Holders of Second Lien Bonds which matured
June I, I 930, are requested to present same to
the

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
or the

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Also holders of First Lien Bonds Numbers
74,75,80,81,125,
65,157,158,

each $100
each $500

are notified to present these Bonds to the
Rockland National Bank for payment

Masonic Temple Association
J. E. Stevens, Treas.

George L. St. Clair, Pres.
8 OSS 6

If

WEDDING
TN these mad days of
tunaway romances and
rather casual marriages,
wedding announcements
are becom ing i ncreasi ngly
importa tit. The smarter
families are using Linweave Wedding Station
ery for their announce
ments because of its ultracorrectness and because
its rich, vellum-like tex
ture provides the perfect
background for exquisite
engraving.

If you want the best security deposit a certain sum with us each
month. It will be invested in first mortgages on real estate.

IF
If you want as large a return on your savings ai can be had with
safety, invest with us. Our dividends have been at the rate of
6*/i% for the past twenty-three years.

IF
If you want your money to stay at home and help in the upbuilding
of this community, invest with us. Not a dollar of your funds will
go outside of Knox County.

IF
If you want to be of service to your neighbors and friends, invest
with us. We loan your money to them to buy their homes.

THE COURIERGAZETTE

IF
If you want full information about this most worthy business, call
at our office and ask all the questions you can think of.

ma/c.
WB»»IN« PAPERS

Memorials

THE ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIRING CO.

Masonic Temple Association

for Redemption

OLD!

gSfyforfr epeiy

BOND CALL

DIED

Rockland Loan & Building Association
Office
Opposite Postoffice

18 School Street

Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Spraina and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost inetent relief?
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s Drugstore
73 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND

Sent Pott Paid on receipt of price
75 eenta
«2tf

Rockland, Maine
63Stf

ARTISTIC GRANITE MEMORIALS
Granite Quarries and Manufacturing of all kinds of Monumental
Work. With years of experience and a well equipped plant we
are ready to serve you.

PRICES REASONABLE-FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED

BASSICK
Pleasant Beach Road,

BROTHERS
South Thomaston
44Stf

Page

Every-Other-Day
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FoOT
THOMASTON
The ladies’ aid of the Methodist
Church will hold a food sale and
serve luncheon on the Mall. July 25.
beginning at 11 o’clock. Sandwiches,
cakes, doughnuts, pies and coffee will
I be obtainable.
Mrs. H. L,. Bryant and Miss (Burgess
returned Friday from a motor trip
which included Bar Harbor and
Winter Harbor.
Ross Elwell of Wiscasset was the
guest Friday of his sister Mrs. Percy
I Averill.
* The M.C.R.R. crew are putting in
I new ties on the bridge across Mill
River.
Edward Catland of Lynn is the
guest of Mrs. Bernard Robinson.
Miss Geneva Robbins of Stoning
ton. Conn., is visiting her father Elli
son Robbins.
Alene and Charlotte Jones of
Martinsville are with their grand
mother Mrs. Levi Jones while their
mother is in the Knox Hospital.
Thomaston ft, Rockland 5. in base
ball Friday. This raises Thomaston
a notch.
Services in the Federated Church
Sunday as follows: Sunday School
at 9.45 a. m.; morning service at 11,
subject, ‘ The Simplification of Life.”
In the evening the service will be
held at 7 o’clock when the pastor will
take as his topic. John Masefield’s
poem, “The Everlasting Mercy.”

cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx>ooooo

Kiddies’ Evening
Story

He Had Greasy Hands
and Overalls

Speed Boat Bargain

By I. WRIGHT

1 Will Sell This Johnson

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

z

3

4

15

b

7

i

8

ERWIN PALMER straightened
np from his cramped position
By MARY GRAHAM BONNER
10 II
12
13
over the engine and rubbed his
(HKXKKXKKKXKKJOOOOMOWXK)
W
greasy hands down the tan overalls § a Mahogany Speed Boat with a Heavy Duty Out
lie wore. “I tell you, Dave,” he
lb
board Motor for
15
it
17
Two Small Pines
said with a sigh, “I’m going up to
w
w
On a tiny hill, oven-'oking a big
that house and ask for a drink of
20 O 21
i 19
18
white house and a garden which in
water. I need a little something
the summer was
after three hours of tills work.”
w
It cost $800. Is in perfect condition
filled with flow
The ntan lying in the road under
24 25 W
z3
ers, stood two
the car snorted: ‘‘G’wan, then.
w
enormous pines
We’re not going to call a garage
30
Zb 17
za
Z9
opposite each
man in for this little job if it takes 3
Friendship, Maine
other.
all day.”
One was called
“No, that’s all right with me—
'il
3Z
for
Gran df ather
but I’m going to have a drink of
r
Pine
Tree
and
water.
And
say
—
if
I
saw
a
ham
$2.50
33
1 35
the other Grand
sandwich right now.”
Summer Cottages and Board
including
“For a civil engineer with a nice
mother Pine
w
FREE GARAGE
new diploma from college and a
Tree.
If yon have a cottage to let or desire sum
Advertisements* in this column not to exceed
38
37
to
39
From their hill
pretty fraternity in that no girl three lines Inserted once for *25 cents, 3 times mer boarders advertise the fact in this nanei
Accommodations
where
thousands will read of it.
w
ever yet succeeded in getting away I r 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
they 8 a w so
w
one time. 10 cents for three times. Six
many things
—well, you sound like a hungry tor
FOR SALE—Or rent, five good cottages for
Ml
tl
43 tt
4b
45
A room with both bath
words make a line.
sale or will rent. GBOKGK iM. iSIMMDNS. 23
happening.
tramp.” And the man in the road
and shower $3.00, $3.50
W
Tillson
Ave.,
Rockland.
84-86
turned over on his side and
They watched
49
t7
Room for Two at
ts
50
Lost and Found
TO LET -For season summer cottage at
stretched two fingers tip into the
the garden be
$3.50, $4.00, $4.60
w
Owls Head
MRS. RUTH McBEATH. 38 1
motor and said something softly
ing planted
FOUND-- Saturday on iMain St., pair of: Union st. Tel. 641L
73-tf |
tortoise shell bowed spectacles. Call at THE
every spring.
under his breath.
53
51
5Z
54
TO LET Two furnished camps at Hosmer's
tU RIER-GAZETTE Office. _________ ««-87
•
-'-L
Vp at the house on the hill a
They saw the
Fond. 2 rooms each. $12 per week, $30 per
LOST
—
Small
brushed
wool
sweater,
tan.
i
girl with soft golden hair and vio
flowers coming
month
or
$50
for
the
season.
EDWIN
A.
Summer St. Finder please leave at THE ! DEAN. Rockland. Tel. 671 -I.
I
5b
1
83-88
let eyes stood on the porch, watch I. ol>i RIER-GAZETTE
55
up.
Office.
86-89 j
ing the progress of the man com
First one
UlsFTT
size,..
s.l^lon |
™,uge.the day.
Stood Two Enoring np. “His figure is like Mer
group of flowers
mous Pines.
• • • •
B. MOORE, care | '"l« JAMES GREGORY. Vlnalhaven,
win’s,” she whispered to herself. ri.V
would appear
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.) •
HORIZONTAL
Services at the Baptist Church
“But Merwin—” she sighed a little Mr. Fields. Thorndike Hotel, Rockland. Me
15- Associate of Arts
and
then
another.
And
that
was
1-A child or descend 43-Projecting
8S<
FOR SALE—Or rent two cottages at CrawSunday: 9.45 a. m., Sunday School:*
and sat down at the white kitchen
(abbr.)
46- ltalian river
Fond. "Union. Cottages furnished ; also
ant
11, morning worship, topic, “The the way it went along all through
IzOST White gold Bulova wrist watch, UV. II ford
table, which was spread with two u ir.l
boats.
Good fishing, boating and bathing.
47- Mischievous child
16- 2,000 pounds (abbr.)
5-Covering for the
MRS K K BARTER, Stanley House- WILLIAM SANSOM. Tel. 72 or 520-W.
Supreme Attainment:” 7 p. m., united the summer.
large loaves of bread, butter, mus City, or Deer Isle, Me.
49- Ceramics (abbr.)
19- Meditates
85*8“ | Rockland, Me_________________________ 76-tf
feet
Different flowers seemed to have
service, leader, Howard Swift. Spe
tard and pretty pink ham.
20- Brave
50- June bug
9-Design
their different times, and each time
FDR
SALE
—
Large
modern
cottage
at
Cres

cial music.
“May—may I have a drink of
51- Manner
22-Snares
10-Large tree
seemed loveler than the last, as
cent Beach, all improvements, two-car garage,
Notice To Berry Pickers
Harris Shaw and friend Mr. McElwater?” asked Merwin Palmer a
25-A whinny
53- Ever (poet)
12- Back of neck
fine location. EDWARD GONIA at Gonla’s
though the flowers tried to say:
man who have been guests of Mrs.
75-tf
moment later.
NOTICE This Is to advise that berry pick Store. The New Bicknell.
54- Hurl
27- A constellation
13- Apportion
“We know beautiful posies have
Henry B. Shaw returned, to Boston
ing
and
trespassing
on
any
of
the
berry
plots
The girl with the violet eyes did
FDR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent
28- A title
’ ’
15-An arrest or seizure 55- Contaminate
gone before ns, but we want to
on
mv
properties
are
prohibited
this
season.
Friday.
Beach. All modern improvements. LENA
not look up from her bread cutting. \\ M, HOFFSES.
56- Dwarf
29- Seed covering
17- Edge
be loved, oh we .do, we do, in
K
SARGENT.
Tel.
894
or
990-M.
78-tf
Mrs. Nettie Snow of St. George,
“The pump is there nnd the dipper
30- Fuss
18- Close by
deed.”
TD LET--Furnished cottage at Ocean View
Mrs. Haines and family of Franklin,
is hanging in the apple tree direct
! 33-A right or title
19- Disappearing
And then they would smile and
VERTICAL
l
’
oint,
Spruce
Head.
J.
S.
ALLARD,
Spruce
N. H., and Mrs. Olive Adams of Port turn their lovely heads up to the
Wanted
ly above. Help yourself.” Her
34-A steeple
21- Providence of Can
Hea.I.
77-tf
land who came to attend the funeral sun, and he would shine down lov
voice was cordiaL
36-Force air violently
ada (abbr.)
WANTED -Girl for general housework.
of their brother, the late Emery B. ingly upon them and they would
1- Groove
through the nos
22- Toward
As soon as he had turned to go Write
care The Courier-Gazette.
86-88
To
Let
Hart, were guests, while in town of become so beautiful, so very beauti
2- Child's pet
trils
23- An age
to the pump she looked nfter him.
WANTED Inspector of fCustoms Men 23
I their sister Mrs. Julia Young, Wads-’ ful.
3- Within
38- Mixed hail and rain
24- lndefinite article
Afraid of tramps, she was some to 45. Common education sufficient. Salary
TD
,LET
—
Cottage
at
iMeguntlcook
Lake,
start $2100 a year. For interview give age
4- Pertaining to Scan 39- Period of time (pi.)
worth street.
26-Gains
how fascinated by his figure. His to
All this the pine trees had seen,
and present employment. Write “.I. I’.’’ The short distance from Lincolnville Center, boat
Mrs. Adele Roes and children. Mrs. and in the springtime they alwavs
dinavian countries 42-Struck
29-Beseech
shoulders drooped ns he pumped, Courier-Gazette.
86* It and float Included, fine chance for swimming
5- A fixed quantity of 44- Army Corps (abbr.)
I Marian Anderson and children and saw the blossoms on the pear trees:
and fishing. Call at 19 TRIM ST., Camden or
and he looked very tired. When he
31- Wireless
WANTED
JSales
girl
for
antique
shop.
86-88
Tel.
Gam<ien
8-3.
yarn
I Mrs. Harold Stetson had a picnic and the wild cherry trees, and the
45- S. W. State of U. 8.
called out “Thanks” she was again DAVID RUBENSTEIN. 526 Main St. Rock
32- Compact
6- Upon
I Thursday at South Pond.
TD LET -Garage, $4 month. Inquire at 17
(abbr.)
looking at her bread.
land.
______________ M-W
apple trees.
33- Frolle
85-87
IJNDSEY
(ST.
7Organ
of
hearing
George L. Cate went to Ossipee, N.
46- Dispatch
If he stared at her qneerly she
WANTED - Washings and Ironings. MR’S.
Later on they would see tiny
35-ltalians (slang)
TD
LET
-Six
room
tenement
at
95
Lime8Twirl
4S-A vegetable
H.. Friday to spend a week.
did not know IL for she was not GRACE AMES, 18 State St. Tel. 977-W 85-87 rock iSt. Bath, furnace. W. H. GLOVER CO
fruits appearing, and how the
37- Senior (abbr.)
9- A carpenter's tool 50-Mascullne name
Quite a flurry of excitement at the robins loved the wild cherry trees.
even glancing his way.
_____________________________________ 85-87 I
38Scout
(experlWANTED
—
At
once
—
Extra
cook
11-Malicious burning
(short)
west end Wednesday afternoon,
“Maybe tramps are a lazy lot
Such feasts as were given then!
TO LET -Small store lit our block nt
85-87
at FARE .STREET -CAFE.
40- N. E. Stale of U. S.
of a structure
52-Chemical symbol
caused by the arrival at the Paquin Such chirping and singing and mer
and don’t deserve anything," she
15; Main St. W It (lUIVEB CO.
83-87
WANTED
—
Man
and
wife
to
go
on
farm.
?(abbr.)
13-Lay in surrounding
for nickel
home of a chair swing for their lawn. rymaking in birdlandl
said half aloud, “but I'll bet a Apply at once. TEL. 277-W. 'Box 443, Rock
TO LET—Furnished cottage at Owl's Head,
matter
41- Because
u*:
>54-Cubic (abbr.)
The Maine Central Railroad Co.
sandwich would taste good to him. land.
84-86 month of August. NE1.SON B. |LX>BB. at
Then they would see the trees
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
83-87
has a crew here for the purpose of have bigger leaves, and still later
Say!” she called out She did not
WANTED—Young girl for housework. Call
Solution to Previoue Puzzle.
TO LET Four room lower tenement, flush
know how to address him, and it 19 BEECH ST. or Tel. 968.
rebuilding the platform to the sta on they would see these leaves
84-86
closet, electric lights, garage. In good con
Miscellaneous
“say” seemed to be adequate.
tion.
WANTED—iPosltion as caretaker—expe dition
painted by Mr. Jack Frost and
Apply liwi LlMElllg-K ST. Tel.
F A T A L
p L U M P
rienced hotel and tourist camps. Handy with 875-M.
He turned.
Master Albion Gamage of South the Autumn Paint Club.
85*87
WANTED—If yon are out of a job, or earn- ■
All year. Address S, care The Cou
R E T A R D
D E R 1 V E
“Would yon—care for a ham tools.
Bristol is visiting his grandfather,
ing
less
than
$50.00
per
week,
we
have
hh
op

Oh, such colors as they would be
TO LET -Small rent; electricity; toilet.
rier-Gazette.
84-86
E V A D E R s
R E L 1 N E D
sandwich?”
Peter Hilt.
MRS A 11 PILLSBURY, Thomaston, or Tel portunity for you right here in Knox County,
come!
How Grandfather and
WANTED—Girl for housework In family of 988-K, Itoekland.
6 r
H A V o c
A L L o
SS-Sf distributing the well-known line of Watkins
He hurried toward her.
Mr. and Mrs. Riggings of Bangor Grandmother Pine Tree did love to
MBS. HATTIE KALLfMTI, 157 .Middle
Household and Farm Line 'Products direct to
E A T s
P E 0
1 N A
TD 'LET-Two car garage for dead storage, j well-established trade. Also a few available
For a moment she was startled.
Tel. 568-W.
83-If
who have been visiting her sister see him.
E. F. LIBBY, Amesbury St.. Rockport.
84-tf localities in adjoining counties. No selling I
A S T 1 N G^S E N
1 T E
She had heard dreadful tales of
I Mrs. Walter Currier are leaving today
WANTED Washings to do. MRS. GERT
Now the leaves had fallen from
experience
required.
We
supply
products,
i
TD LET—Two good clean stores for rent on
tramps knocking girls senseless RUDE COTTON. 16 Kelley’s lane. TeL
D E S E R
s L E E P1 E R S
for their home.
the trees some time before and they
75-86 Tillson Ave. GEDRGE M. SUMMONS, 23 Till sales and service methods. Our high quality
nnd going through the house to
C A T 5
Y A L E
son Ave., Rockland.
84-86 products with premium service gets the busi
had gone this way and that, and the
WANTED -Experienced stitchers at MOD
take everything of value. She al
ness for you. Write at ouce for complete In
T R 5u B L
K 1 T T E N
E. R. Jefferson of New York City, children had had bonfires, and
TD LET Three room furnished apartment formation and first choice of locality. The J.
US'
PANTO
CO.
78-tf
most regretted her impulse.
cjgo s E
R E p ■ > E T T
with hath. Adults only. V. F. STUlfLEY. 69 R WATKINS M ICM'FANV, 231 Johnson avenue.
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. D. splendid blazes.
WANTED
—
To
loan
money
on
auto,
house
“I don’t know that you're hun
Park St. Tel. 1080
84-tf Newark, IN. J. Attention. If. M. Favrow. '
T A 1 D
T E
A G
Gray, has returned home.
There had been laughing and
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
gry,” she said timidly.
TD LET—Apartment, furnished or unfur Dept. A-33.___________________________ 86-91
M A N E s Hl Y E ■ D o L E D
ent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
Miss Pauline McLain is visiting her singing and jumping and the cold
nished.
All modern.
RUBENSTEIN'S. 6
1NANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Fostofflce.
“Why,” he said cordially in a
F o o L E R Y
P R E p A R E
STATE RD (POULTRY-FRUIT J'ARM. 5ft ,
aunt at South Hiram.
air had given the children rosy
78-tf 1 Talbot Ave. Tel. 1285.
84-86
booming voice, “I'd commit murder
acres handy city, 35 acres for potatoes, sweet j
D R o V E R
Mr. and Mrs. George Brehm of cheeks as they played.
E N T E R s
. -..J |
TD LET Attractive modern apartment, corn, poultry range ami dairy : wood, spring
right now for a ham sandwich. I
S
R E E D S
All these things the pine trees
S T E
Roslindale, Mass., will arrive today to
furnished or unfurnished.
Apply S. A. water, 5ft uppl^ trees;.neat 5-room home over- I
was just telling my pal down the
' .1A MESON «).. 745 Main St. Tel. 17. 83-tf looking lake and village: barn, hen houses:!
For Sale
saw each year, and then they had
visit their daughter Mrs. Grace Laroad that a ham sandwich—”
TD LET—^Attractive furnished or unfur- I an opportunity at $14ftft, only part cash; pg. ■
Course.
seen the snow come, and the garden
F
5°O
Pit^y
nVDDDS, nished apartment, 5 rooms, bath, garage, all I 21. < atalogue free. STR’HT AliENCY 81S ,
FDR SALE Boat cradle.
She paled: he had a pal down
Mrs. Frank H. Piper and Miss below had been covered by a great
86*88 modern, freshly decorated, adults preferred. I IM; Did South Bldg., Boston. Mass.
Box 61.
86-lt
‘
ayside.
Me.
the road—she did not dare look
Abbie Hollis of Medford Hillside. blanket of snow.
82-tf I
FDR SALE- Dr rent, in Warren, house of 5 Inquire 5 LISLE ST. Tel. 489-R.
F1SH3XG
PARTIES
taken
to
Ashing
j
at
him.
The green lawn was no longer
Mass., were guests Friday of Mrs.
rooms, large shed, place for hens, gas lights,
TD LET—Furnished apartment.
Adults grounds; everything furnished except eats.
"May I help myself?” he asked lightning roils, apple trees, on State highway, only:
/e' Clo^>'On S^U'r''n
green—it, too, was quite white.
also rooms, board nearby. Garage, 72 Any days except Tuesday. Thursday or Satur- |
Lucy Clark, Green street.
as she made no effort to hand him ; >00 cash, little more oq easy terms. Inquire Camden St. MRS. W. A. KfcMBALL.
82-87 day. S. T. AMES, Rockland. Tel. 107ft.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Walton and And the white house and the white
R A. LITTLE. Meadow Rd., Thomaston.
86*97 I
the plate.
TD LET—Tenement at 12 James St. C. A.
snow all around it looked so very
86-88
two children of Friendship are visit
“Keeps the Foot Well”
B,hM,rror
T„
^culoi
She nodded: her throat felt dry
HAMILTON, 442 (Main St.
81-tf
THTS BS TD NOTIFY all persons not to tres
lovely, the pine trees thought.
ing Mrs. George Carter.
FDR
SALE
—
30
acre
farm,
blueberry
land,
and
hot
nnd
she
wished
that
some
pass
on
the
E.
H.
ST.
(.'LAIR
farm
at
Owl
’
s
TO
LETT
iModern
5
and
6
room
rents
In
This year more pine trees had
garden, cow ami hens, five minutes from ciy.
for Men and Women
Dorothy Brennan will return from
85-87
of the family were home. "You— LELAND HAWKINS. Ingraham Hill Tel. Rockland. Warehouse on track for car load Head.
been planted, because people real
Lewiston Sunday.
you
might
take
one
along
to
your
—
1184-M.
86*88 grain or gasoline, garage or airplane business,
'PPed „
a,
THIS
IS
TD
NOTIFY
ALLIPERSONS
not
to
ized that the pine trees were green
Twenty-four new books have been
adjoins airport. Small warehouse near Main
pal—” she said in a very little
FDR SALE—Oak dining set, table, 6 chairs street. Large store In Thomaston Sept 1, 100 trespua on the fk.wk i arrand propart/,
all the year, and that they did
added to the Public Library and will
86-88
with leather seat and buffet. Just what you per cent location. Two large offices in Thom West Meadow Rd.
voice.
b'*!
Ho,»l X
not change.
go into circulation today.
want for small home or cottage. CALL 45-tM. aston at low rentals.
H. 11. STOVER. Ill
“
Fine
—
”
he
said,
eating
the
PATC'IIWORK
—
(Four
pounds
ginghams,
86*88-tf Llmerock St. Tel. 1201.
They were so tiny, nnd this
81-86 $1) : percale clippings, 7 pounds $1. Wonder
Hollis Gilchrest is building a rab»»ssyss?*sandwich with a great relish. "Al
FORfsALE To settle estate, 2 family house,
bitry in the rear of his home on Hyler Grandfather and Grandmother Pine
TO LET—Five room tenement, all modern, ful assortment. Postpaid. Or pay postman,
though
a
fellow
who
swears
as
he
"’’offer.
about
one
acre
land
good
location.
Will
be
Tree were very,
southern exposure.
ROBERT U. plus postage. Satisfaction guaranteed. LAW"><n0
street.
does doesn’t deserve anything as sold at a bargain. ROBERT U. COLLINS. Real garage,
COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
80-tf SON TEXTILE CO.. 9 Aster «., Providence,
very, very tall,
Lawrence H. Dunn and family re
86-88
Heel-to-Ball Fitting
R. I
BW7
good as—” he said and then Estate, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
TO LET—Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
even for pine
turned Thursday from a visit in
3°o. •■,:***.
FDR SALE—Forty acres of standing grass. and bath. OUTLJf-COOK <X).
stopped short.
76-tf
TRADE
-One
6
and
one
'7
tube
radios,
cost
trees.
Portland.
DORMAN’S
Her face flamed; why had she Will sell whole or part at great trade. E. H.
TD LET—Seven room tenement ann garage $90 and $180. Want Ford auto later than
BURKETT. Union. Me.
86-38
“We seem so
Members of the Rockland Relief
called him back when he was on
< 00 £*^ fir,: J00
at 10 High St. ETTA H. SANBORN, 23 Ames 1924, closed model preferred. Will trade for
440 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
tiny,” said the
Victrola,
guns,
rifles,
etc.
BERT
E.
CUN

FDR
)SALE
—
Second
hand
furniture
and
Corps to the number of 35 met with
bury
St.
Tel.
1158-W.
72-tf
his way out of the yard! She dared tires, all sizes, antiques. Good bargains.
JO-tf
NINGHAM, Augusta, Maine State Hospital.
little pine trees.
Mrs. Susie Newbert Thursday after
TO LET—Garage $5 month. V. F. 8TUDnot look at him. Panic over HARRY BENDY ITCH, 12 Rankin St.
85*90
85*87
“Will we ever
LEY.
69
Park
St.
Tel.
IftSO.
78-tf
00
noon.
A fine picnic supper was
whelmed her.
FDR SALE—Six room bungalow at 4ft
ALL TRESPASSING and berry picking pro
grow np to be
served on the lawn at 6 o’clock, made
TO LET—Seven room apartment, all mod hibited
“Aren’t you Faith Darrow?” he Admontem Ave., Rockland, furnished, with
on the Libby property at Owl’s Head,
as tall as you
ImproveraenU
; price right to nettle an estate. ern, with sun porch, corner Cedar and Brew under penalty of the law. MRS. CARL LIBBY.
doubly enjoyable by the delightful
^Orth asked.
ster
Sts.,
opposite
Science
Church.
Apply
at
( ARRIE M< HOLS, 31 Hill St., City. Tel.
are?”
85-87
weather.
The
post
prandial
exercises
She lonKed at him now in sur 831-W.
fi°"o„
O.
78-tf
*V/| ®n
85-87 MEN’S SHOP, Park St.
And they tried
M,
were held in the spacious rooms of
DR. JOHN LUNT, medium, will be at the
prise: “Yes.”
TO
LETFurnished
apartment
of
two
N,
FDR SALE—Homo •Clarion range and coils,
«/»
to lift np their
home of <R A. GREECE, 38 Beech St.. Tues- (
•w
the house and •consisted of games
“I’m—”
all in good condition. AUSTIN A. GARDNER. rooms, or single rooms, all modern. HILL day, Jul$ 22 for readings, and treatments by | 320 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
78-tf
and music with Mrs. Amy Tripp heads and see
Tel. 74 M.
85-87 DANE. Tel. 427-R.
“You’re never Merwin Palmer?”
appointment. TEL. 1186-X.
85-87 ,
9er
the tops of the
presiding at the piano.
TO LET—Cottage house on Camden St.;
He nodded placidly. “I'm glad
FDR SALE—Full blooded German police
r—t
\VE
ARE
PREPAHEII
To
MAKE
YOI
R
j
big pines, but it
also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply wool into yarn. Write for prices and particu- ,
you remembered. I thought you pups. HERBERT BAUM. 18 Lawrence St.
85-87 MRS. FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R.
was almost im
lars. Also yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT, i
didn
’
t
and
—
”
78-tf Harmony, Ale.
A Delightful Trip
83-94
possible.
FOB SALE I’lgs GBOBGE M. SIMMONS.
She laughed nervously: “Well,
TO
LET
—
Apartment
in
Bicknell
block
85-87
Call 593-R For Appointment
“Listen” whis
Miss Hilda George of Thomaston
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM READLNGS by ap
why—why didn’t you say so at the 23 Tillson Ate., Rockland.
Apply to B. B. SMITH. Thorndike A Hix pointment. Tel. 305-W.
81*86 !
FOR SALE—All modern 5-room house with Lobster Co. TeL 208.
pered Grandfa
and Miss Marjorie Hupper of Ten
78-tf
start?
I thought—you—thought garage,
fine
location
In
Rockland.
$3,800
ROCK AXI) CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
ther Pine Tree,
ant’s Harbor returned Thursday from
Enlarging and Framing
you were a tramp.”
for quick sale. Those interested write AX,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work, by
“you will sure
their outing trip around Gaspe penin
care The Courier-tiazette.
84-86
the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
He
stared
at
his
tan
overalls.
Whereas,
Ralph
T.
Clark
of
Rockland
Jn
the
ly grow to be
sula. Their outgo was made through
75*86-tf
FOR'SALE Farms, cottages and houses fori County of Knox and (State of (Maine, by his TON, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467.
Let Us Do Your Films
“The car broke down nnd Dave
tall, so do not
Houlton Into Canada, along-the St
sale. GEORGE M. SUMMONS, £13 Tillson Ate., | mortgage deed dated, Nov. 6, 1922, and reLAWN MOWERS repaired and sharpened,
Great Blanket
and
I
thought
we
’
d
fix
Itourselves.
”
,
(Including Sunday)
Prompt Service
Rockland.
84-86 j corded in the iKnox Registry of 'Deeds, Book called for and delivered. Satisfaction guar
John river, past Grand Falls, north get discouraged.
of Snow.
There was a strained silence as
:! 1:1
137, conveyed to the Rockland Loan anteed. CRIE HARDWARE CO.. Rockland
And you will
FOR ’SALE— Laundryette washing 'machine and “'age
through wooded hills to Riviere du
81-86
Building Association, a Corporation Tel. 791.________________
each followed thoughts concerning
73-tt
see what hap
Loup. Province of Quebec: then along
kUm1“£
M “tJk^M>lne
115' or"",ied
“nder
an
evening
where
there
was
danc

LIBBY,
aI|(|
hav)ni
,
J)lare
of
bus
,
neas
MONEY
TO
LOAN
on
1st
und
2nd
mort

south bank of th'e St. Lawrence river, pens all through the four seasons.
________
•
84-tf Rockland in said Knox County, a Certain gages. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 School St
ing, a balcony, certain words—and Rockport.
"Yon will see all the excitements
through summer resorts to Gaspe.
"8-tf
FOR SALE Pigs for delivery Aug. 10. at age'j parcel of real estate situate In 'Rockland in Opp, post office._______
then
the
interruption
of
a
crowd
of
There were found tiny fishing vil that follow each other—the flowers
of 4 weeks. Enter your order now. F. A, the said (County of 'Knox, and bounded and
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
dancers.
-W described as follows, to wit :
lages on small crescent beaches, sur coming out, then the leaves turn
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST.
"Y’know—” It was Merwin Pal KIMBALL, 397 Old County road. Tel. 321
84*86
Easterly by iSweetland (Street : on the South Tel.. 1010.
78-tf
rounded by wooded mountains, rising ing color, then the snow covering
mer who broke the silence.
by land -of George P. Mugrldge: Westerly by
FOR
SALE--Bed.
spring
and
mattress,
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
precipitously out of the bay of St. the ground.”
"Y’know, I always had a notion. corner book case, kitchen table, large refrig land of Frank J. Orbeton and Northerly by Rockland
Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
And the little pine trees looked
formerly of Jielrs of David Gay, said
Lawrence. Thence they went to the
cJieamer
Faith, that my fraternity pin erator, art square, large reed rocker, common land
solicited. H. C. RHODES TeL 519-J. 78-tf
Since 1840 this firm has
forward, oh, so very much to a
rocking chair suitable for piazza.
CALI, hit being one hundred and fifty feet iong by
most easterly point. Cap des Rosiers;
would look better on you than on 618
84-86'
^
ort
'
^
eet
wide.
FARMS,
(X)UNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
faithfully served the families
R.
then around ' to Baie de Chaleur, beautiful long life standing on the
—
L_
’
I
Also
another
lot
or
parcel
of
land,
situated
anyone else in the world; suppose
and estates, up-to-date property, in the gar*
of Knox County
FOR SALE—Road wagon, spring sleigh and in said Rockland bounded as follows, to wit: den spot of Maine—Penobscot Baj. Write
Freight and Passenger Service through Perce, where an enormous hillside.
we—” he was holding out the pin organ.
Will sell cheap. ANSON W. BEN
(©, 1930, Western Newspaper Union.)
Beginning on the Westerly side of Sweet- us what you want ORRIN J Plf KEY, Bel
LADY ATTENDANT
pierced
rock
rises
out
of
the
sea.
which had never before been out
NER. Waldoboro. Me.. R. F. D. No
84*36: land Street and the Northeasterly corner of fast. Me.
Sail on the “CAMDEN" or "BELTel. Day 450; » 781-1
78-tf
of his hands.
FAST” any day including Sunday, Beautiful mountains, fields brilliant
FOR SALE— Dry slabs, 2 foot bundles. 1ft I above described land; thence (Westerly by said
One on Mother
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
,
land,
forty-seven
feet
to
land
formerly
of
with'
wild
flowers,
fine
churches,
pic

A snort made them turn around. bundles for $1. edgings, 1ft bundles for $1. 1 Edwin Smith ; thence bv said land. In a North- can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
at 8 P. M., Standard Time for Boston.
Mother—If yon are so naughty
“So this is what you call getting a short slabs mostly stove length. $6 load de- I erly direction, twenty feet to a stake thence the home news, at the Old South News Ageccr.
Connections at Boston with direct turesquely located overlooking the you will never get a husband when
livcrcl. R. S. JORDAN, 6 Kelhy lane. Tel.
sea.
They
found
good
graveled
roads,
•drink
of water’ while I lie under 522-M.
84*8)1 Easterly forty-seven feet to i stake: thence Washington St. nex? Old smith Church
steamer to New York.
Steamer
you grow up—no man will marry
Southerly twenty feet to r
plac
----- nt beginning,
that car and sweat?” It was Dave.
“J. T. MORSE” leaves Rockland 5.15 but only one-half the usual number such a quarrelsome, Ill-natured
FOR SALE—25 acre farm between Warren I and whereas the condition of said mortgage
ROCKLAND, ME.
“Here’s a sandwich and there’s Village and Thomaston, 5 room bungalow and i has been broken,
A. M. Standard Time Daily including of tourists—so they were informed— woman.
the dipper far down the yard there shed attached, orchard, spring water, sanctuNow. therefore, by reason of the breach of
Sunday for Bar Harbor and inter had passed over this route this sea
Child—I know some one who
We have on hand several head
by the pump. G'wnn and get a ary section and a big muskrat Industry. I*rlce the condition thereof the said Rockland Loan
mediate landings. Steamer “WBOT- son They were impressed with the did.
right. E. P. LEWIS, Box 29, R. F. D., Thom-J and Building Association claims a foreclosure
of aound, stylish and well broken
drink,” urged Merwin Palmer, with aston.
Me.
83*86; of said mortgage.
POKT” leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M fact that no language but French is
EDWARD K. GOULD
Mother—Who?
saddle horses. These horses are
spoken in Gaspe.
more cordiality than he had ever
FOR KA1.E -T«o family house, first class i
n
".'"T1'0/' ,he S»,'J Rockland Loan
Standard Time Daily including Sun
Child—Papa.—Nebelspalter, Zu
not discarded riding school hacks
,B“n' '"k
" '',,s •’»«’«<•<■ "'I’ Inslninienl
before shown. “G’wan, we’re busy condition, with improvements, «#50. V. F. I
The travelers crossed the Baie deAttorney at Law
day for Brooklin and intermediate
STI'IILEY. Ii!l Park ,St. Tel. 10X11.
T» l(. ' .'
''orPoralc seal and signed
but young horses, stylish and re
here."
Chaleur by ferry to Campbelltown. rich.
in its corporate name by Harry K). Gurdy, Its
(Formerly Judge of Probate)
landings.
(Copyright.)
liable.
Morgan
and
thoroughbred
FOR
SALE
—
1*4
Ton
Ford
1927
truck
with
[
Secretary,
thereunto
duly
authorized,
N. B.; over "Potage road’’ through 44
this
Special Attention to Probate Matters
Steamers “BOLFAiST” or ‘’CAM miles of unbroken forest to New
Waford gear shift and hand hoist steel dump; 16th day of July in the year /me thousand nine
The Think Spot
blood lines. We guarantee our
and Real Estate Titles
body. E. O. PHILBROOK & SON, 632 Main; hundred and thirty.
Fine
Gathering,
Otherwise
DEN” sail daily including Sunday at castle: alonS’ river valleys to Fredhorses
as
represented.
Costs
noth

Son—Papa, why haven't you got
St., Rockland. Tel. 466-W.
78-89
[Corporate Seal]
Corner Main St. and Tillson 'Ave.
5 A. M. Standard Time for Camden. erickton. thence to Bangor and hair on top of your head?
A banquet, we believe, is a showy
ing
to
look
them
over.
Also
breed

FOR SALE--Twenty-four mowing machines. |
HARRY ©. GURDY
sate
Belfast, Bucksport and Bangor.
sort of meal where the speaker and horse rakes, also riding cultivators.. (’.' -------- —
Papa—It’s because I have to
* lAibtih .MAINE
Thomaston. From Calais to Bangor
ers of registered Percherons and
KNOX SS:
juiy iflth. i930
81-86
M.
BNRGESS.
Tel.
17-3,
Union,
Me
eats
a
lot
of
food
he
doesn
’
t
want,
think
so
much,
son.
the
road
is
known
as
the
“
air
line
”
Guernsey cattle. Come and look
Reduced Rates for automobiles ac
__
Personally appeared the above named Harry
and then proceeds to talk about
Son—Then why has Mamma so
They judged it to be so called be
FOR SALE-Mill wood 4 ft. long. $6.50;, O. Gurdy. (Secretary, and knade oath that the
these saddle horaes over. They DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
companied by passengers.
stove
length.
$8
;
fitted
wood,
$14
;
also
lumber.
'
above
notice
of
foreclosure
executed
bv
him
something
he
doesn
’
t
understand
much
hair?
will please you.
For reservations apply Wharf Office cause it is so rough that you are in
to a crowd of people who don’t care L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D. Thomaston. 73-tf i in said capacity Is true.
Mamma—Sonny, It’s bedtime. Get
Osteopathic Physician
RAY BUSHNELL
the air most of the time. The dis
FOR SALE—25ft acre farm, house and barn I
Befoie me
Vn\v»i».r »Phons 19-15
Corlnns. Mo.
to
hear
him.
—
Capper's
Weekly.
to
bed.
tance is only 90 miles, but by the
In good condition, lftftft cords hard wood, some' o<* u n.> ‘ ’^iieu) EDn AlW) K. 'GOULD,
400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
better route 130. After paying for a
blueberry land, cuts Lft tons hay. Waldoboro, i 8->'
Justice of the (1’eace.
Park
$3600. easy term. V. F. STUDLEY
Not Always
A Tongue Twitter
broken spring it was decided that
Teleohenae
1298; Reaidenee 1U-M
72-tfl
St. Tel. 108ft
the longer route would have been ' A bitter, biting bittern bit a bet
A minister said recently that
FOR
SALE
—
The
Franklin
Trussell
bidding.
1
COHEN
BROS.
WANT
YOUR
the cheaper. Th'e tourists were very
one cannot throw a stone out of situated in the heart of Port Clyde Village, j
ter brother bittern
Work Done Anywhere
enthusiastic In speaking of the
the window without hitting some Contains two tenements and two stores. Late- i
DR. PERLEY R. DAM<
And the better brother bittern
scenery.
ly
repaired.
Reasonable
price.
Inquire
of
Prompt Service
one with an Inferiority complex.
bit the bittern biter back.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
ALICE
T
TRUSSEL.
Port
Clyde.
Me.,
or
ED1
We'l, aren’t they the safest kind of WARD (’. PAYSON. Rockland, Me.
Then the hitter hlttern bitten
Dentist
STEAMBOAT CO.
70-87 ,
Water pipes Repaired and Relaid.
bv Mt?—Newcastle Courier.
Will pay Highest Price
I By the better brother bittern,
SI MMER ARRANGEMENT
FOR SALE—Wood that makes warm
Inside
and
Out.
Digging
included.
Eastern Standard Time
‘ Said: “I’m a bitter biter back.”
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND,
friends. Tel. Rockland 125-W or 122-2 Thom
No lot too large; none too email
Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
Vlnalhaven Line
aston. Fitted wood, $14: junks, $12; cord
BUXTON'S SPECIFIC
Laid
Out
and
Cleaned
when
Telephone
915-M
wood,
$10,
del.
O.
H.
CRIE
&
CO.,
Thomas

steamer leaves Vlnalhaven dally except
la proving Its worth. While eliminating
I verily believe that if strong drink
SnmM at f’oi A. M ami 1 «0 P M Arr.vCall Warren, Me. 2-3
ton. Successor to Ralph Conant & Son.
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
your
could be wiped out of the earth to
78-tf
tng at Rockland at 8.20 A M. and 2.20 I. M
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug
night. humanity would wake in the
Kt turning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
or write, care of
FOR SALE—Hardwood fitted, $14; junks,
Deeper.
Floora Cemented and
?.:;<» I’ VI. direct for Vlnalhaven. arriving al
DR. E. L. SCARLOT
morning with more than half its sins
Portland, Maine
$12: long. $10; fitted limbs, $10; fitted soft
Walls Repaired.
10..'.0 A M. and 4.50 P.
it purifies and enriches the blood nnd and sorrows gone.—Hall Caine.
Quality Work,
Family Washings
35 Limerock St.
Roo|
Stonington anil Swan s Island Line
C. W. McKellar
puts the stomach and nerves In the best

M

“AQUA FLIER”
$200.00

|

See E. H. BROWN

In Everybody’s Column

B

p■

PILLSBURY STUDIO

Fine Portraits

Daily Service

BOSTON

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

FROM ROCKLAND

BURPEE’S

SADDLE HORSES

EASTERN

Kit'amufiip tinea

LIVE POULTRY

GLOBE LAUNDRY

RHEUMATISM

Steamer leaves Swan s Island at 6.110 A.
Sionlnvuin 6.571, North Haven 7.50, due to ar
rive at Rocliland at 9.00 A. M
Returning,
hates Rockland at
North Haven at 3 00
Shtnlugton at 4.00. due to arrive at Swana
Island

about ’

General Agent

of condition. Let us send you a booklet.
Returns from the Chinese war show
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.,
Abbot Vlllapte. Maine. For sale at al) that nothing hut extreme caution by
leading drugstores.

both .sides will prevuut a battle.—
Hartford Times.

Called For and Delivered
Parcel Delivery Service

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106R

ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
78-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions!
in Rockland A large list of summer cottages. '
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and 1
talk over my list If you wish to buy. ROBERT :
U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel.77.
78-tf

Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Reiter
112-tf

S. E. Eaton
TEL. 534-J

ROCKLAND, ME.
449tf

Osteopathic Physiciai

By Appointment—Tel. 188
Graduate of American School
Oeteopathy

£very-Other-Day
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Famous Stars Join Vallee
On Fleischmann Program
—————-------------

<g

------------

When Rudy Vallee and his Con
necticut Yankees go on the air
each Thursday evening on the
Floischmann Hour, they are as
sisted by some of the most famous
artists of the air, who take the role
of guest performers.
Such stars as Phil Cook, Chic
Sale, Belle Baker, Helen Morgan
and Frank Crumit have been heard
on these programs.
When Crumit. singer and ukulele
player par excellence, performs as
guest artist with Vallee, the radio
audiences hear one of the first of
the stage stars to renounce the
footlights In favor of the new me
dium, radio.
Crumit and his wife, Julia San
derson, have now become one of
the world’s first permanent radio
couples recruited from stageland.
Often called the "One Man Glee
Club,” Crumit for a number of
years was one of vaudeville’s fa
vorltes before musical comedy
drafted him for “Betty Be Good.”
After two seasons In this, he joined
Julia Sanderson in “Tangerine," a
partnership that has lasted until
the present Here he sang “Sweet
Lady.” a song he had written
which brought him additional ac
claim.

Began Career Early
Crumit followed this with ap
pearances in the “Greenwich Vil
lage Follies" of 1920 and “Moon
light” and until recently had been
appearing In a number of present
day successes. That is, until radio
offered him engagements so regular
ly as to keep him busy before the
microphone several days a week.
He and Julia Sanderson have also
been appearing frequently together
over the air as team-mates.
While still at the University of
Ohio, Crumit began his theatrical
career by writing the annual plays
and playing important parts In
them. He even began his profes
sional appearances then, for with
three other boys he used to stage
entertainments In nearby cities on

ROCKPORT

FRANK CRUMIT

evenings when they could safely
steal away from the Campus.
After graduation he teamed up
with Jim McWilliams, his roommato at the Phi Delta Theta House,
and the two embarked on a long
vaudeville career.
During the Fleischmann pro
grams, Dr. R. E. Lee, famous
health research director, makes his
well known one-minute talk on in
teresting health information. In
commenting recently on the fact
that a beautiful skin was one of
the things which women had most
coveted through the ages, Dr. Lee
stated that cosmetics are here to
stay.
“It is futile, however,” he added,
“to try by the use of lotion, cream
and powder to cover the marks of
subnormal health, which show on
the skin as blotches, sailowncss
and other common skin disorders.
The real basis of a radiant com
plexion is a healthy clean body in
side and out. To rid the body of
poisons is the first step, and an
easy way to cleanse the system is
to eat two or three cakes of
tresh yeast daily before meals.”

SOOTHES ALL PAIN
Don’t Suffer with Headaches, Loss of Sleep, Rheumatic or Neuralgic
Pains—Take

BALLARD’S

-

HEADACHE

TABLETS

No Opiates, Morphine, Chloral or Cocaine. No bad after effects.
Tablets in Neat Box. Insist on Ballard’s.

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

The Town hall Monday night will
be the scene of a dance presented by
“Stick” Smith and his orchestra.
Mrs. Fred C. Robinson returned
home Thursday night after a four
days’ visit with hbr sister Mrs. W. R.
Shibles in Rockland.
James .Schwartz of East Orange,
N. J., is spending two weeks with his
aunt Mrs. Ernest Thompson, West
street.
Mir. and Mrs. Benjamin Griffin.
Norman Darby and Miss Kelley have
returned to Haverhill. Mass., after
spending a few days at the Griffin
camp. Spear street.
The Nitsumsosum Club was enter
tained Monday evening at the home
of Mrs. Elsie Munsey, Rockland.
Mrs. Paul Snow and children re
turned Thursday from a month’s
stay with relatives at Washburn.
They were accompanied by Mrs.
Snow’s mother and sister, Mrs. F. E.
Kinney and Miss Blanche Kinney who
will be guests of the Snow’s for a
few weeks.
Lieut, and Mrs. C. O. Comp and
daughter of Annapolis, Md., are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick E.
Richards.
Paul E. Snow, who recently re
signed his position as principal of
Rockport High has accepted the
principalship of Corinna Academy.
The C. A. Richardses have arrived
at their cottage at Blueberry Farm
for the summer.
Remodeling of the town clock was
completed with the illumination of the
dialij for the first time on Friday
night. It is a decided improvement.
The cottage at Ballard Park, known
as the Crags, owned by George E.
Allen of Camden has been rented for
the month of August to H. C. Kinder
of Newton, Mass.
Members of the Ladies’ Aid of the
Methodist Church are busily engaged
in completing plans for their annual
fair which will take place July 30,
c ommencing at 2 o’clock. There will
be tables for the sale of aprons,
candy, ice cream, punch, hot dogs,
cooked food, miscellaneous articles
and a rummage table.
The Johnson Society will hold a
picnic at Small’s Beach* Wednesday
evening.
Methodist Church: Regular serv
ices Sunday as follows: Morning
service with sermon by Rev. F. F.
Fowle at 10.30; Sunday School at
11.45; evening service at 7.30, with
selections by the male chorus. La
dies’ Aid will meet Wednesday aft
ernoon at the vestry. Thursday eve
ning service at 7.30.
Douglass Bisbee, Jr., who has been
ill the past two weeks, was taken to
Knox Hospital Wednesday for x-ray
observation. He is now at home and
gradually improving.
Baptist Church services: Sermon
by the pastor; the choir will sing
“Praise the Lord All Ye Nations” by
Lorenz; duet by Rev. and Mrs.
Hughey; (Sunday. School at noon
with a welcome for all; B.Y.P.U,
meeting at -6.30; evening singing serv
ice at 7.30, male chorus will sing “In
That Land So Far Awdy,’ also ‘‘Saved
by Grace ” sermon, subject, “Trans
formed.”
The Rockland W.C.T.U. held an in
teresting meeting at the Baptist
Church Tuesday afternoon. There
were special musical selections by
.Mrs. Grace W. Hughey and Mrs. Ruth
E. Walsh, and Mrs. Walsh gave a talk
on ‘^Sowing Temperance Truths.”
She referred especially to the splendid

►

For Speed, Smoothness
and Economy
IT'S WISE TO CHOOSE A SIX
Get out on the straightaway—step
on the gas—and you’ll know why
owners are so enthusiastic about the
Chevrolet Six.
At every point on the speedometer
you travel smoothly, quietly, safely.
You can drive from daybreak to dusk
—as fast as you please—and never
grow weary of the journey.

This type of performance is only
possible because of six-cylinder de
sign. And six-cylinder smoothness
makes possible greater economy—for
it saves the car from the strain

7*Jm Coupe,
and wear of vibration—resulting in
fewer adjustments and longer life.

Come in. Learn once more to drive
a car for the sheer thrill of driving!

Some DiatlnguiaMisg Features
50-horsepower six-cylinder motor...
full-length frame ... four semielliptic springs . . . fully-enclosed
four-wheel brakes . . . four Lovejoj
hydraulic shock absorbers... Fisher
hardwood-and-steel body ... safety
gasoline tank in the rear . . . and,
for your protection, a new and liberal
service policy.
The Coach. tS6S

The Sport Roadster.... 1555

I

).
r
>>
i

The Coach........................55*5
The Coupe........................55*5
The Sport Coup*............ 5*55
All

ROADSTER
or PHAETON

•495

The Club Sedan................ 54*5
The Sedan.........................5*75
The Special Sedan............5725
(* wire wheels standard)
on Special Sedan)

%

prlctt f. o. h./octory.’ranr. MIcMgon

CHEVROLET SIX
SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 Main Street,

Rockland, Me.

BAY VIEW
K

SIX-CYLINDER

GARAGE, INC.

Camden, Me.

SMOOTHNESS AT

LOW COST

article by State President Mrs. Althea
G. Quimby, published last week in
The Courier-Gazette. Mrs. Emma
Leech was appointed a delegate to
the State W.C.T.U. convention to 'be
held in Dover-Foxcroft, Sept. 24-26.
Mrs. Hughey and Mrs. Walsh having
departments in the State organization
are delegates ex-officio.
Henry Tominski met with a very
painful and serious accident Thurs
day afternoon while working in Rock
land and was taken to Knox Hospital
where it was necessary to take two
stitches to clase a bad cut over his
head and shoulders on the concrete
tured and there is a possibility of one
or more ribs being broken.
Mr.
Tominski, employed as a painter by
Chbrles Emery, was working on a
high ladder lettering the front of the
Munsey Garage of Limerock street.
A car being backed out of the garage
struck th<* ladder just enough to upset
it and he fell heavily striking on his
head and shoulders on the concrette
driveway.

WARREN
S. F. Haskell, Jr., motored to Port
land .Monday nlKht to meet his
daughters Marguerite and Beatrice
Haskell, who have bqen visiting rela
tives in Racine, Wis.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Boggs and
daughter Helene are visiting Levi
Boggs and Miss Edna 8. Boggs.
The Congregational Sunday school
picnic will he held at Jefferson Lake
July 30. If rainy it will be held on
the next pleasant day.
Joyce Hills, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Hills, who was hurt in
an automobile accident near Friend
ship albout three weeks ago, Is re
covering from the cut on her hand
that required six stitches. It was
found that her collar 'bone was not
broken but that she had bruised
muscles In her neck.
A good time Is reported at the pic
nic of the Dorcas Circle, King’s
Daughters, held at Rizorville on the
shore of the pond last Wednesday.
There were 76 present, members nnd
guests Included.
Mystic Rebekah will observe chil
dren’s day next Wednesday at Craw
ford Lake. The approach to the
lake will be at 'South Union at the
right, and marked by two flags. A
picnic lunch will he served.
Mrs. Rose Packard who has been
the guest of Mabel Crawford. North
Warren, has returned to her home In
Waldoboro.
The circle of the Congregational
Church will serve a supper July 24.
at 5.30, standard time. The commit
tee Is Mrs. Evelyn Robinson. Mrs.
Laura Starrett, Mrs. Alzada Sim
mons, Mrs. Alice Brown. Mrs. Ina
McKellar and Miss Mary Wyllie.
William IWbinson of Gardiner and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Robinson of
Lynn have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs. C. S. Coburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Davis and
son Frank of New London and Mrs.
Lottie Thomas of Versailles, Conn.,
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith.
Mrs. Albhie Stetson and Miss Mil
dred Stetson visited friends Tuesday
at Cooper's Beach.
J. J. Flanagan of Bangor was a
recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. V.
Mathews.~
.
_
.
. ~ ,
Miss Dorothy French of Quincy.
Mass., Is spending two weeks’ vaca
tion with her grandmother, Mrs. C.
A. French.
The Baptist Church’ fair, sup
per and entertainment was well pat
ronized. The entertainment given by
the Gamma Beta boys was much en
joyed as were also the numbers sung
by the trio, John Robinson, Chester
Wyllie and’ Charles Wilson. Albert
McPhail’s readings were very good,
especially the one on "Man’s Relation
To the Masquito." Charles Wilson
and Mrs. Albert iMdl*hail favored
with solos which all enjoyed. Mrs.
Harold Drewett played a pleasing
medley for the piano solo.
The Congregational Church fair
will be hied Aug. 14, followed by the
regular supper. Fancy-work, aprons,
candy and graibs will be on sale.
Mrs. Helen Knowlton is visiting
her sister, Mrs. C. S. Colburn. Mrs.
Knowlton is slowjy improving in
health.
Miss Ella Maloney of Portland.
Mrs. John Maloney o< Thomaston.
Mrs. Ira Seavey ft South Cushing,
and Alton 'Perry o.f Rockland, re
cently visited Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Castner.
Maynard Watts is suffering from a
severe cut on his right leg as the re
sult of a fall from the top of a load
ed hay rick Thursday. Mr. Watts
was temporarily overcome and fell
beneath the horses but fortunately
escaped serious injury. Dr. Campbell
was called and took several stitches.
Mr. Watts makes his home with Ms
mother, Mrs. Martha Watts.
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PLEASANT POINT

VINALHAVEN
Mrs. F. E. Donovan of Weymouth,
Mass., is the guest of her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Williams, Moun
tain street.
Mrs. Ola Ames and Mrs. Ray Web
ster visited in Rockland Thursday.
Mrs. O. V. Drew and daughter <Cleo
returned Monday from Rockland.
Housekeepers at Union Church
circle 'Thursday were Mrs. Herbert
Delano and Mrs. E. iC. Macintosh.
<»dd Fellows Club held a bridge
party Thursday evening at their hall.
Miss Mabel Carlon of Brookline,
Mass., is the guest of her sister,
Mis. Owen Roberts.
The following party enjoyed a sail
to Rockland Thursday in Thad Carv
er's yacht with Capt. Joseph Hutch
inson: Mrs. E. G. Carver, Mrs. Al
bert Carver, Mrs. L. R. Smith, Mrs.
Oscar Lane, Miss Hattie Bearinger,
Thad Carver. Upon their arrival in
Rockland at the public landing they
were met by E. Mont Perry and sev
eral of the party enjoyed an auto
ride with him. Mrs. Smith and Mrs.
Lane were dinner guests of Mrs Ber
tha Raymond at 117 Limerock street.
Mi. and Mrs. Walter Robbins and
little son Thad of Pratt, Kansas,
made the return trip with th<yn.
The Needlecraft Club met Wednes
day with Mrs. Emil Coombs. A sur
prise was given Mrs. Joseph Kit
tredge in honor of her birthday an
niversary. She was pleasantly re
membered with a shower of gifts.
Mrs. Harold Wentworth, son Mur
ray and maid who have been guests
of Mrs. Charles Fillebrown at Lane’s
Island left Friday for Chestnut
Hill. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Werner of
Lynn called on friends in town Tues
day.
Milton Ames has returned from a
trip to the Bahama Islands.
IRussell Arey returned Wednesday
from Rockland.
Byron MacDonald was in Rockland
Wednesday.
Selectmen C. iL. Roman and H. H
Vinal were in Rockland Wednesday
to meet the State assessors.
Mrs. Wilbur Gerry of Easton is the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Albert
Carver.
Mrs. Thomas Raymond and grand
sons. Harold and Raymond Alley,
returned Saturday from Christmas
Cove.
IMrs. Merle Tolman was in Rock
land1 the past week.
Miss Grace Lenox of Boston is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Edward
Greenleaf.
The following party visited Ma
tinicus Tuesday as guests of Thad
C. Carver in his yacht: Mrs. Reuben
Carver, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Carver,
Mrs. Albert Carver, Mrs. L. R. Smith,
and Mr. and Mrs. Tappan Sargent.
Late arrivals at Bridgeside: Mrs*
J. P. Magill of New York, Misses
Rose and Edith Peterson of (New
York, Mrs. D. Morgan Richards,
Morgan Richards, William Spear.
Randolph Spear, and Mrs. Mabel
Wood of Utica, N. Y.
, «Mr. and Mrs. TXavidi Leber and sons
i David and Alfred, who have been at
C. 93. Teele’s, left Monday for Landsdowne, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert L. Hunt, daughi ter Dorothy, son Thomas and Miss
J Janpt
of Xpw Y(,rk a,.p „ccu.

Mr. andi Mrs. B. W. Coombs and
Miss Marion Coombs spent the
weekend at G. I. Young’s, in Belfast.
Recent visitors at F. A. Flinton's
were William Flinton of Thomaston,
Thomas Flinton of New York, and
Mr. and Mrs. William Flinton of
Rockland, Mrs. Walter Davol and
Madeline and Taylor Davol.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Dunn of Thom
aston are at their farm here.
•Mrs. E. George Payne motored to
Bath Thursday and spent the day
with friends.
Pleasant Point is a busy place at
the present time, every cottage being
occupied.
Forrest Hupper and Mary Barton
of Port Clyde were guests Sunday of
Mr. and' Mrs. A. W. Maloney.
Mr. and Mrs. II. Wellington Smith,
are entertaining Ed*ward Swasey of
Worcester and Mr. and Mrs. George
Bradford of Cambridge, Mass.
iMr. and Mrs. George W. Haag of
North Wales, Pa., who are sipending
the summer in Friendship, were
guests Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Weibst^r at Rocklfield cottage.
R. B. Fillmore of Pesque Isle is
visiting his daughter, Mrs. A. W.
Orne.
Charles Gould and sisters of Gull
Rock cottage are entertaining the
following party, Mrs. E. IP. Hamblet
oT Salem. Mass., Mrs. W. F. Ayers
of Galveston. Texas, Capt. and Mrs.
Francis L. Christian, C.AjC., formerly
stationed at Fort Huger, Honolulu,
Hawaiian Islands.

BUSINESS COURSES
n.ir AM) ansnc
FOR YOUNG MEN—
Business Administration and
Accounting courses as prepara
tion for sales, credit, financial
and accounting positions. (Col
lege grade instruction. Highly
specialized technical training in
two years.

FOR

YOUNG

WOMEN—

Executive Secretarial, Steno
graphic and Finishing courses
as preparation for promising
secretarial positions. Advance
ment individual.
Exceptional
opportunities for college women.

FOR BOTH Young

Men and
Young Women—Office Manage
ment, Normal Commercial, and
Bookkeeping as preparation for
general business and commer
cial teaching positions.

Distinctive features of
Burdett College are:
Personal attention—close
faculty supervision — ex
cellent working facilities
—de. irahle student asso
ciates. Students attending
come from universities,
colleges, l**a<lir>g high
schools and academies.
Previous commercial
training not required for
entrance. Placement serv
ice for graduates.

For nett- illastrate ! catuleetir, sent
u ithout tf/li calto i, write
F. II. BURDETT,
President

Full Term Begins Sept. 2
llusineNH Admin 1st ration, Sept. 15
Evening School, Sept. 15

156 Stuart Street
Hancock 6300

BOSTON

New Burdett College Building

| home Friday after a few days spent
NORTH HAVEN
FRIENDSHIP
; in Holyoke. Mass.
Foy Brown, George Lewis, Leon
Miss Alpha Harmon of Belmont is
Miss Frances Muther has joined her
Stone, Avery Dyer. Russell Crabtree, Visiting Mrs. Elizabeth Rishell.
Willard Morrison, Lawrence Knight
Miss Irma Welsch of (Marblehead is parents at Davis Point after visiting
Miss Ihlen Wilder in East Jaffery,
and H. F. 11 use were in Rockland spending the week at The Spruces.
Wednesday.
Arthur E. Gill of West Newton and X. H.
David Wooster returned from Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher L. Gill, daugh
Knox Hospital Wednesday having ter (Betty and son Junior of I‘routs
SOUTH APPLETON
having recovered sufficiently from his Neck and New York visited Mrs. An
motor mishap of three weeks ago.
dreas Hartel, Jr.. Monday.
Wendall Anderson and Ilion Ander
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Post of RockMrs. Richardson of Philadelphia
son Jr., of Dover-Foxcroft came on and Mrs. William Speares and son la ml wcr« Sunday visitors at Arthur
the boat Wednesday afternoon to Billy of Cleveland, lOhio, are visiting Philbrook’s.
spend the summer with their sister Mrs. (F. I). Armstrong.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Simpson were
Mrs. Arthur Beverage. Wendall in
'Mr. and Mrs. iPercy Wotton and at John (’lark's recently on their va
his high school studies this year re family of New York are visiitng at cation.
ceived high honors, and Junior also W. J. 'Wotton’s.
Norman (’lark has returned home
high honors. Both are fine students
Metro Goldwyn's outstanding suc from Criehaven.
of promise.
cess “The iBig House" will he t lie fea
Mrs. Lillian Pease and son Philip
Chloride upon the streets to lay the ture picture at the Playhouse .today.
were in town from Beverly, Mass.,
dust has been much appreciated.
Saturday.
Another of the summer dances was
Mrs. Kenneth K. Stowell is spend 1 over the weekend.
Fred Pease has employment at
held at Calderwood hall Wednesday ing a few days in 'Bronxville, N. Y.
night.
Mis. Norman Southworth made a Union.
The library is now open every aft short trip to Boston recently.
Clarence Jewett is spending the
ernoon from 2 to 6, daylight time.
Mrs. Edgar Bosworth returned sumer at his uncle’s. Joe Carpenter.
Miss Mary Moors, daughter of Mrs.
E. D. Moore, left by plane Sunday
noon for a two weeks’ camping in the
Adirondacks.
Services now being held in the old
church are increasing in interest and
attendance. Eachl Sunday there will
be special music. Last Sunday the
soloist was Miss Phyllis Duncan. Miss
Albra Stone, organist.
Mr. Huse
preaches.
Those who have ears are
urged to fill them up with friends and
come.
Morning services at 10.30,
Standard time and at night in the
new church at 7.30. Talk up the Old
AND THAT IS
home, Sunday Aug. 24.
Mrs. Lester Stone and daughter
Maxine were in Rockland Tuesday.
The return trip was made by sea
plane.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Beverage and
TALE HOME
son of Wilmington, Del., are spending
A BOTTLE ,
a vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Freepying Mrs. Preston Ames’ home for mont Beverage.
a month.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Seymour, sons
Maurice and James, daughter Betty
ind Emil Heidrick and sister, Anne
Heidrick of New- York are at Capt.
Rossiter’s home on High street.
Mrs. Margaret E. Libby and Mrs.
T. E. Liliby were hostesses Wednes
day afternoon at a pyramid tea at
the home of the latter. The excellent
weather permitted it to he a porch
affair and it was there that the tea
tables were" made very attractive,
one with rose bordered linen and cen
terpiece of wild roses and handsome
old time china to match, the other
with blue and white linen, blue and
white china and corresponding bou
quet of flowers. After an hour of so
ciability. games and stories, tea wa*
served by Mrs. T. E. 'Libby, assisted
by Mrs. A. E. Libby. The menu: sand
wiches. assorted cake, marguerites.
The collection at the teas is a donaion to Union Church. Invited guests
were Mrs. Elia Arey. Mrs. C. E. Ro
man, Mrs. Faustina Holberts, Mrs.
Frank Jones, Mrs. R. A. Clifford, Mrs.
Oldsmobile owners who drive regularly in the
P. J. Clifford., Mrs. Harry Wilson,
Mrs. Louise Folsom, Mrs. E. S. Hub
mountains say that Oldsmobile is a born hillerts.

CyMLY ONE

Magic Water
COTE’S

■HIRE O' K11US

A BORN
i
HILL CLIMBER

THORNDIKEVILLE

Mrs. Mary Watson of Dedham,
Mass., is visiting her daughter Mrs.
Raymond Crabtree.
Mrs. John Pus haw Sr., has re
turned home from Knox Hospital
ifter a stay of 17 days^tlfere. She is
somewhat improved in health and
NORTH CUSHING
would be glad for friends to call on
her.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Hall and son
Mrs. Albert Brown and niece Vir
Carvel are spending the month of
ginia Merrill of Thomaston visited at
July with his grandmother Mrs
Lester Merrill’s Monday.
Frances Foster. Mr. Hall Isa teacher
A. W. Thorndike is helping cut S.
of chemistry in Newport. N. H.
P. Crabtree’s hay.
Miss Lillian McCarter is keeping
Mr. and Mrs. O’Connors of Belfast
ho>tse for her brother Peorge while ,
a( wi|Ham Lol„
gundaJ.
Miss Kate McCarter is vis.tlng relaMrs_ E]lzahp,h „oward h;ls rp.
tlves in Augusta.
turned from Thomaston after a ten
Charles Kotoinson has returned to days’ visit with her sister in that
New York city after a visit with bis town.
son Verne.
Lester Merrill has exchanged Ford
Mr. and Mrs. T^awrenee Dolham nnd cars with parties in Camden.
Mrs. Sarah Dolham of Warren were
F. V. Ettlinger and family motored
at I. W. S -avey’s Tuesday.
to Augusta Wednesday.
Kenneth, son of Mr. and Mrs. Nel
Miss Lucretia Pushaw has complet
son Spear celebrated bis fifth birth ed her duties at The Community
day Tuesday wit'h a clam -bake. Tie .-weet Shop.
guests were Mrs. Ida Thornton and
Mrs. Abbie* Merrill. Lester Merrill
sons Richard, and John, Mrs. Perk y ind son Myrvcn were in Bluehill
Hall and children, Robert and Natalie. Tuesday called there by the death of
Mrs. Lewis Johnson and daughter Mrs. Merrill’s sister, Hannah Duffy.
Barbara and Mrs. Lawrence Weaver.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Chatto of
Bluehill were overnight visitors
STOCKTON TO BOOM
Tuesday at Mrs. Abbie MerrM’s.
The Chattos were enroute to Bidde
In all probability employment will ford where Mr. Chatto is employed as
be given to 200 men for 10 months of stone-cutter.
•
the year at the l?uge fertilizer plant
Arnold Childs, who is eight years
which the Aroostook Federation ol oid, hand picked eleven quarts of
Farmers is to build in S'tocktf n blueberries Tuesday. Is there an
Springs, according to P. G. Sullivan other youngster who can beat that
of C rtbou, who is in charge of the record?
work, and he said that probably a
plant for the i>. inufacture of Bordcau
CHILBLAINS
mixture might also be erected. The
Tired, Soro Feet,
new fertilizer factory» will he of
cement and steel, and land and build
are relieved if
ings of the Sandy Point Ship' uilding
used as directed
Corporation have been purcha >d by
tWe federation. A pier will ai o be Prepared by Norway Medicine Co .Norway,Ma.
built, and practically all of the ma
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
terials for the plant will come ,by If it fail, to beneSt you when u»e<l •• aire.-tnl on

water.

Burdett College

the insidewrapper .Try a bottle .Sold by all dealer!

climber. That it does its work so easily and
quietly. That very little gear-shiftinft is required.
That its running temperature is little affected by
the hardest grades. Such a recommendation is
of real importance —whether you ever drive
through the mountains or not. For it means
just so much reserve power —so much added
dependability for everyday travel. You will
appreciate this when you drive an Oldsmobile.
TWO-DOOR SEDAN

895
f. o. b. Lansing, Mich.
Sparc Tire and llumpcr a extra
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Getting
Our
Money’s
Worth
The debt we pay most reluctantly^—is taxes.
Yet taxes take a very small portion of the annual income, and give us the greatest

^.M-t****

return on any dollar spent.

Properly assessed taxes represent the only equitable means of raising federal, state and

local revenue for the carrying on of government, education and public safety and health.

Good citizens are good taxpayers. The tax evader is not only a poor citizen^-he is
a barnacle on society, taking the privileges and protection that is being financed by others.
Because of the magic of cooperative action our tax dollar goes further than any spent by us

as individuals, and gives us a genuine proprietorship in our community, We may point
out good roads, parks and public buildings with pardonable pride when our dollars
have helped build them. Taxpayers leave the world a better place than they found it

Most communities need more money for the common welfare. Taxes work miracles
in the community. Of the hundreds of items which go to make up the average com

munity more are dependent on tax money for support than all other sources together.

ST. CLAIR & AHEN

A. C. McLoon & Co.

Manufacturers and Jobber# of

LOBSTERS

FINE CONFECTIONERY

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.
G. A. LAWRENCE

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Agents for Th. Texaco Co.

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES
LAWN MOWERS REPAIRED and SHARPENED

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Warren, Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union,

C.M. BLAKE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

—

CUTLER-COOK CO.
THE SPECIALTY SHOP

COR. MAIN & ELM STS. TEL. 288

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FULLER-COBB-DAV1S

Seadcr Ciwb®

THE THORNDIKE

PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

AND EAT

*

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MARINE RAILWAYS

FUEL AND GROCERIES

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

“HOME TOWN BREAD’’

INSURANCE

THE FLINT BAKERY

Knox County Motor Sales Co.

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

Authorized Dealers in

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty

FORD PRODUCTS

I. L. SNOW CO.

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

IT IS THE BEST

ROCKLAND, MAINE

COR. MAIRA LIMEROCK ST8.

s
„
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp
M.B.&C.O. PERRY

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.

REAL ESTATE

PERRY’S LAUNDRY
578 MAIN STREET

COR. MAIN A PARK »T8.
ROCKLAND
Eatafeliehad 1868
Incorporated 1926

FREEMAN S. YOUNG

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

ROCKLAND

Camden

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

TAVERN STUDIO
Antiques Bought and Sold
IB HIGH STREET

“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND, MAINE

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

HOTEL ROCKLAND

>

741 MAIN STREET

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station
Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

ALFRED P. CONDON

TEL. 727

ROCKLAND

THURSTON OIL CO.

THE REXALL STORE

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
44. MAIN ST.

TEL. *06

FIREPROOF GARAGE

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS

T. F. KEATING, Prop.

75 PARK STREET

CAMDEN

“GREGORYS”"

DYER’S GARAGE
DODGE SALES & SERVICE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND

TEL. 646-W

Central Maine Power Company

ROCKLAND

Rock. Marble & Granite Works

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

W. H. GLENDENNING

ROCKLAND
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Mrs. Edward Follansbee who has
been visiting her brother, George
Wasgatt, in Camden, is spending a
few days with her niece, Mrs. Pearl
Look, before returning to her home
in 'South 'Bellingham, Wash. Mrs.
Follansbee is a Maine woman and this
is her first trip east in 40 years. She
has just returned from the Gold Star
The R.V. Club met at the home of pilgrimage to the battlefields of
Kathleen Nosworthy, Fulton street, France.
Thursday- evening. The meeting was
'Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper of Canton,
in the form of a farewell party for
Mrs. Stella Marino, who was pre Mass., is at her cottage at Spruce
sented with a sugar and cream set. Head for the summer.
After luncheon a short business meet
ing was held and these officers
Merle Hutchinson of the Yacht
elected: President, Mildred Suke- Royono is at his home on Summer
forth; vice president, Ellen Fernaid; street.
secretary, Kathleen Nosworthy: treas
urer. Avis Blackington; social com
The Thursday Auction Club was
mittee? Gertrude Phillips and Ellen entertained by Mrs. Fred Veazie and
Fernaid. The next meeting will be Mrs. Walter Ladd, with luncheon at
held at the home of Gertrude Phillips, McConchie’s and cards at the Crock
Thomaston street.
ett cottage, Ash Point.

Society
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, thia department espe- !
dally desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE __________ __________ ________ 770

Miss Ruth Cobb and her guest Miss
Rachel Watkins were guests Wed
nesday and Thursday of 'Mr. and Mrs.
George Oliver Carpenter. Jr., at North
Haven, the trip being made by air
plane.
George H. Glaentzel, well known
florist, is on a visit of some two
inonths' duration to Ms old home In
Germany.

Mrs. Jessie Mossman and her
mother, Mrs. Andrew Edena, And son
Gerald of Vinalhaven have returned
to their home after a visit as guests
of Mrs. Effie Walsh of this city.
Mrs. E. L. Sargent is spending th'e
weekend with relatives in Sherman.

Mrs. It. E. Eaton. Mrs. R. H. Britt
and Mrs. Harry A. Leon of Charlotte.
N. C„ motored Thursday to Portland
where they attended a bridge lunch
eon given by Mrs. H. H. Randall.
Miss Edna F. Wood of Brewer, Mr.
and Mrs. William Smith and children
of Quincy, Mass., are In the city to
day calling on friends and relatives.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Newbert
and daughter Barbara of Waban,
Mass., are at the Crescent Beach Inn
for a week.
Mrs. C. W. Proctor, Mrs. R. H.
Trim. Virginia Proctor and Ruth
Richards motored to Hyannis. Mass.,
Thursday, to be guests of Mrs. C.
F. Proctor. Mrs. Proctor and Mrs.
Trim are making a week's visit, while
Miss Proctor and Miss Richards will
remain for a month or six weeks.

Mrs. Orrin F. Perry and Mrs. Grace
Gross of New York are at Crescent
Beach Inn.
Miss Marguerite Walton of Phila
delphia is the guet of Mrs. Ruth E.
Sanborn, Lisle treet.
Mrs. Harry F.
Marjory return
where they have
Smith’s brother,

Smith and daughter
today from Belfast
been guests of Mrs.
Abram Sanaom.

Miss Ada B. Young returned yes
terday from Brookline, Mass., where
she has been spending the past six
weeks with her sister, Mrs. L, H.
Rhodes. Mrs. Rhodes is. slightly im
proved1 from a^recent illness.

Miss Hertha Harmon, soprano, of

New York, Is to be soloist at the
First Church of Christ, Scientist, to
morrow.
Chaney H. Ripley Is spending his
vacation at Kents' Hill, guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley PaJmeter.

Mrs. W. A. Freeman who has been
spending the winter at her home in
this city, left Sunday for Sutton
island where she joins Mr. Freeman
who has employment there.

John Sansom is the guest of Alonzo
Achcrn in Waldoiboro.

Daily rehearsals are being held for
Rose Festival to he given next Fri
day at Rose Cliffs. Beech street ex
tension. The feature will be the
playlet “An Old Fashioned Garden,”
in which flowers and fairies iwiH revel
beneath the trees. Grandfather and
Grandmother Fairy will dance the
stately minuet, Florence Dean of
Rockland and little Priscilla Parker,
the child wonder from Miami, will
recite. Harold Dondis will be master
of ceremonies, and Felice Perry as
Little Rose Bud will shower the
guests with her floral favors. Fur
ther announcement will be made of
the program that the president, Mrs.
Rich, is arranging.
Mr:,. Carroll E. Bessey (Mildred
Fields) who has been the guest of
her mother, Mrs. Addic Fields, at her
Crescent Beach cottage for a few
days. Is returning to her home in
Boston today.

Miss Katharine Veazie is acting as
counselor at the Y.M.C.A. camp gt
Sorrento.

The wise modern housewife, shares
her burdens and lets The People’s
Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
eervlce prompt, the work exce'lent.
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WALDOBORO

OUR

HOME SERVICE COLUMN

(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
Central Maine Power Company)

Correct Table Service

This and the three
following articles will
be given over to a dis
cussion
of
proper
table service. There
are so many, fine
points to this subject
that it would be im
possible to thorough
ly cover everything in
four short articles but
we will try to cover
the fundamentals and
•give a general id^a as
to how the table
appear when properly ap

All reservations for the Shake
speare 'Society outing at Community
Sweet 'Shop must be made on or be should
Carl Leo Ward left Friday for Bos fore Monday. Mrs. Edith Bird is pointed
First the dining room should he
ton and Springfield where he will be chairman of the committee In charge.
elean and in order.
The lighting
the guest for a few weeks of his
should he cared for in such a way
father, Fred H. Ward.
Ensign lOtis was in New York on
that no harsh glare comes from its
business the early part of the week.
falling on silver or china. Sunlight
Lewis Herzog of New York re
formal dining room this is especially
joined his family at their North
Lester Ayer who has been guest of comforting. The table should 'be in
Haven summer home Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Oxton. Suffolk the direct center of the room. In
street, has returned to his home in formal dining rooms this is especially
Mr. and Mrs. James Donohue and West Medford, Mass. Mrs. Ayer is
important. On the table there should
three children of Lewiston are visit remaining for a 'longer visit.
l>e a silence cloth of felt or asbestos.
ing Mr. Donohue's mother in this city.
It is well to buy felt silence cloths
Mr. Donohue is attached to the Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Talbot of Rock larger than the table measurements
ton central fire station.
land and Rortland are occupying their because of the shrinkage in launder
ing.
summer home at Boothbay.
Mrs. Helen E. Fales opened her cot
When the cloth is laid, the center
tage at Crescent Beach Thursday
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins leaves today for fold is up and extends down the center
evening for a card party for the
of the table. Large linen cloths can
benefit of the Beach Improvement So Portland where she will be Joined by be so folded in laundering that they
ciety. There were seven tables with her daughter, Miss Mina Jenkins, to can be placed on the table and un
honors going to Mrs. George L. St. motor to Peabody, Mass. There they folded in sections without wrinkling
Clair, 'Mrs. A. C. Jones, A. C. Jones, will make a brief visit with Clarence the cloth and without the help of the
Mrs. W. E. Clark of Fruitland Park, Jenkins, who is in a hospital for a second person. Just now the tea cloth
Fla., Mrs. Minnie Cobb, Mrs. Philo A. minor operation.
and carving cloth are not considered
Orton lot Chicago, and lEugene E.
good form but they, like everything
Miss
Eleanor
Tibbetts,
who
has
Stoddard. Refreshments were served.
Oise, probably will run in cycles and
been
visiting
her
mother
in
Oldtown,
Tile committee in charge was com
return again in all thefr embroidered
is
spending
the
week
in
Union
before
posed of Mrs. E. J. Hellier, chairman,
glory.
returning
to
her
Rockland
home.
Mrs. A. C. Jones. Mrs. George Moody.
It is important that the dishes used
Mrs. George L. St. Clair. Mrs. J. Z.
for hot foods be warmed before
Lull, Mrs. Eugene O'Neil and Mrs.
Miss Verna Sartelle of Springfield. placed on the table and those for cold
Mass., is spending two weeks' vaca foods he chilled. It requires fore
E. L. Sargent.
tion at the home of her parents, Mr. thought for the chilling but if nec
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Jarvis and and Mrs. iB. W. Sartelle, of Pleasant essary those for the warm foods may
three children who have been guests street.
be placed in hot water at the last
of Mrs. Emma Frohock, Fark street,
have returned to their home in GilderMr. and Mrs. William Hodgdon of
U. S. ARMY BAND
sleeve, Conn.
Bingham are at their cottage, Ingra
ham HUI.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Walter Robbins and
Arrangements were completed yes
son Thad of Fratt. Kansas, arrived
Mrs. Frances Kelley of Worcester. terday at the Chamber of Commerce
in the city Thursday, going immedi Mass., is visiting her cousin, Mrs.
office for a concert by the U. S. Army
ately to their summer home in Vinal Jennie Robbins, Gurdy street.
Band to be given Nov. 5 in Strand
haven. Both Mr. Robbins and his
son who have undergone hospital
Theatre. This is the largest band or
i Miss Ijlleanor M. Hussey left Tues
experiences since leaving Pratt are day for Portsmouth Hospital to com ganization in the United 'States, and
feeling quite fit, and are looking for plete her training after two weeks’ has won fame in the capitals of
ward to their summer in Vinalhaven vacation with her parents, Mr. and Europe as well as in this country.
with their usual zest.
Its visitation over the nation is done
Mrs. R. W. Hussey.
in the intersts of musical education,
MissiRachel Watkins who has been
th’e project being financed largely by
Mrs.
Mary
Gross
entertained
the
the guest of Miss Ruth Cobb at
the Federal government.
Cooper's Beach left for her home in “Jolly Six" Club Thursday afternoon.
This band is composed of 50 mem
| St. Louis yesterday.
Frank H. Whitney visited the Bing bers, all finished performers, and the
concert series allows but three stops
William E. Lehing of Rutherford, ham dam last Sunday, having as his in each State. The Rockland en
guests
on
the
motor
trip
Mrs.
Bertha
N. J., arrives today to spend tihe
gagement is made possible oply
weekend with Mrs. Lehing at Cres Raymond, Miss Sarah Smith and Mrs. through cooperation of the Chamber
Mabel Thorndike. On the return trip
cent Beach Inn.
they visited Fort Western in Augusta of Commerce, the three service clubs
and other groups. There will be aft.
Virginia Pease is returning to her and attended the band concert ut ernoon and evening concerts in order
home in Wiscasset today after being Togus.
that all Knox County may avail
the guest for ten days of her grand
itself of this remarkable treat. It
Mrs. Sidney Brown (Florence
parents. Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby,
will be run as a non-profit venture,
Burpee) land daughters Dorothy and
at The Highlands.
the prices being made very low so
Priscilla and Mr. and 'Mrs. Philip
that the greatest number possible
Mrs. E. R. Veazie will be soloist Tremlhlay of Salem, Mass., are oc
may be present at the concerts.
at the First Baptist Church tomor cupying tihe Rankin cottage at Coop
row. with Miss Margaret G. Stahl er’s Beach.
The encouragement of drunken
presiding at the organ.
ness for the sake of the profit on the
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Thursiton sale of drink is certainly one of the
Mrs. Lester Sherman and Mr* and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Merritt
most criminal methods of assassina
Margaret Ames of Brockton. Mass., are at Lakewood over the weekend.
tion for money hitherto adopted by
arc at Elwell's Point. Spruce Head,
the bravos of any age or country.—
for a week.
The Sunshine Socfiety will meet Ruskin.
J. H. Simonton, who is making a Monday afternoon with Mrs. Aurelia
vacation visit to Camden, his boy Bray, 50 Mechanic street. There will
MICKIE SAYS—
hood home, was in the city yester be a quilt to tack.
day, renewing acquaintance wilh oldCharles
S.
©acker
who
has
been
time friendy and detailing some of
PIU MOREY JOBS ARE EASY
the experience he had Just enjoyed guest of relatives at The Meaddws,
TO LOCATE WITH UZAUTAPs!
in a visit to Metinic Island, whither has returned to his home in NewIF YOU WAktt TO DO SEWIWG,
he was accompanied by his sister. York.
BAKE CAKES, BREAD ETC.
Miss Annie Simonton, and in which
OR MIWD CWLOREtJ, OR DO
Mr. and Mrs. Wood'hury Philhrook
a dinner of lobsters liberally sup
HOUSEWORK BY THE PAY.
plied made a large figure. Mr. Sim who have ibeen guests of Mrs. Alice
ADVERTISE IU OUR W/AklT
onton’s home is in Utica, N. Y.. where Spear, Old County road, have re-,
APS AMD GET RESULTS
he is the representative of the Penn turned to their home In Lexington,
Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Phila Mass.
delphia. He is the son of the late
Hon. Thaddeus E. Simonton of Cam
IMrs. William A. Freeman of Cam
den, from which town he went away den street went Sunday
Sutton to
while in his young manhood and to join her husband 'who is there for the
am
which he returns in vacation time summer. She was accompanied Ib.v
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Condon who
with much pleasure.
returned the same day.

One of the most attractive social
events of the summer season was
the bridge musicale given by Mrs.
Ruth E. Sanborn and Mrs. William
Lehing of Rutherford. N. J. and,Cres
cent Beach, Wednesday evening at
Mrs. Sanborn's home on Lisle street,
with Mrs. George Snow of Miami as
honor guest. There were 48 guests.
Larkspur, mountain daisies and roses
were used effectively as house deco
rations. In cards honors were won
by Miss Madeline Bird, Mrs. R. E.
Eaton. Mrs. Scott Kittredge, Mrs. W.
H. Rhodes, Mrs, J. o. Stevens, Mrs.
L. M. Lawrence and Miss Kitty Mc
Laughlin, with a guest prize for Mrs.
Snow. The musical program, of an
informal nature, was presented by
Miss Elizabeth Creighton, Mrs. Ken
neth Lord and Mrs. Sanlboru. in piano
selections, and Miss Hertha Harmon,
Mrs. Damie Gardner and Mrs. Lehing
in songs. Mrs. George H. Reed and
Mrs. San'born acted as accompanists.
Among the out of town guests were
Mrs. Scott KIMredge of Freeport, L.
I. . N. Y„ Miss Kitty McLaughlin and
Miss Hertha Harmon of New York.
Mrs. George Snow of Miami, Miss
Madeline Bird of Trefiton, N. J., Mrs.
W. C. Bird of Montclair, N. J., Miiss
Carrie Fields and1 Mrs, Carrolt Bes
sey of Boston, Mrs. Clarke Frost of
Lisbon. N. H„ Mrs. Ruth Blackington
Lancaster of 'New Britain, Cionn.,
Mrs. Roger Wolcott of Hartford,
Conn., Mrs. Harold Foster of Ruther
ford, N. J., Mrs. Kenneth Lord of
Washington, D. C., Miss Margaret
Bartlett of Omaha, Netb., Mrs. Ina E.
Taylor of Rochester, N, Y„ and Miss
Marguerite Walton of Philadelphia.
'

Mrs. Carrie Waltz has returned
from a motor trip to Canada.

Dress and Supporting Cor

sets, Belts, Bandeaux and

Sanitary Goods

Mrs. Hazel Atwood
Registered Corsetiere
67 WILLOW 1ST.

4=

Miss Susie Yeaton of Mlllhridge Is
at Sutton sland for the summer.

SPENCER

ROCKLAND

Telephone 1086-W

86-88

Mrs. A. AV. Foss, Mrs. G. A. Law
rence, Mrs. B. B. Smith and Mrs. W.
A. Glover entertained at luncheon at
the Hellier cottage, Crescent Beach.
Wednesday. Among the out of town
guests were Miss Ruth Cobb and
Miss Rachel Watkins of St. Louis.
Mrs. William 'Sharpe of New York.
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper of Canton.
Mass., Mrs. Edward Wiswall of
Wellesley, Mass.. Miss Mabel Snow of
Brookline, Mass.. Mrs. Ernest Young
of Boston, and Mrs. Edna Norris of
Camden.

;A1 the Sign of

I North National Bank

Deposit With This
Roll of Honor Bank

El
Own
A
Radio?
against

invites your account and banking business.

Light

Phone 721 and our Serv
ice man will inspect your
installation without charge
and tell you the cost of the
proper protection as re
quired by the Fire Under

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

OWL’S HEAD
The Baptist Church 1» on daylight
saving time. Sunday School 10 a. m.;
church at 11; evening service, 8 p. m.
At the morning service, Rev. Helen
Hyde Carlson, will preach on “Life
As a Business Opportunity." At the
evening service, the pageant, ‘Chil
dren of the Bible," will be repeated
and appropriate songs introduced
Miss Maggie Young. Mrs. Edith’
Young, and Mrs. Martha Maddocks
are assisting with the music. Miss
Edna Ross and Miss Berl Borgerson
represent the “Guardians of tile
Past:" Bcda Emery, the Herald;
Lester Emery. Joseph; Desmond
Emery. Benjamin: Peter Reed. David;
Chesley Emery, Samuel; Joan Emery,
Captive Maid; Elizabeth Seamrqon.
JHria m; Peter Peppecello, Daniel;
r&aret Borgerson, Rebecca; Cam
illa, Emery, Jephtha’s Daughter:
Virginia Emery, “Little Lad:” others.
Mrs. Evelyn Ross, Frankie Ross and
Constance Ross.
Miss Edna Ross is to be “The
<’horus Man.” and Berl Borgerson,
The Property Man,’’ in the little Chi
nese play, soon to be given out of
ddors. for the benefit of the church.
The ladies of the circle, are at
on plans for the fair. A supper
is planned in connection with the
event, and an evening concert. It is
hoped that those who are making
articles for the fancy work table will
send them in as soon as possible to
members of thle fancy-work commit
tee, Miss Ruth Russell or Mrs. Carl
son or to Mrs. Celia Leadbetter,
chairman of the circle. The fair
will be held Aug. 14. All members of
the community and summer guests
are cordially invited to participate.

EAST UNION
Mrs. Lewis (Robbins with her son
and daughter and Miss Gladys Cox
of Lowell, were in town recently,
guests of relatives for a few days.
Mrs. Robert Kearly is in Knox
Hospital where she recently under
went an operation for appendicitis.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson who
were called to South Windham last
week owing to the serious illness of
their son. Merton Payson, have re
turned home. The doctors at St.
Barnabas Hospital, where Mr. Payson was taken, for treatment, pro
nounced his case as improving.
The girls’ 4-H Club of this place
held a picnic Tuesday on the shore of
Lerrfiond Pond. The girls were ac
companied by Miss Spearin who as
sisted in making the occasion a de
lightful one and everybody came
home happy.
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Gould, Mr. and
Mrs. Copeland of Warren, and Leon
ard Robbins of Boston were Sunday
visitors in this place.
Billy and Eleanor Bailey of Wo
burn, are spending their annual va
cation at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
J. IL. Dornan.
Mrs. H. M. Watts is visiting friends
in Rockland.

v

CAMP OR COTTAGE

ning?

This Roll of Honor Bank

The covers should be from 18 to 20
inches wide and 12 inches deep. It
is well to take the largest plate that
is to he used during the service and
measure the cover from it. The silver
should be compact, as close together
as possible without actually touching
but not thrust under the plate. The
plate, napkin and silver should be in
an even line from one-half to one
inch from the edge of the table. And
every cover should be even so that,
when surveyed from the end of the
table, there is oiy? long unbroken line.
With the exception of the butter
spreader, which is placed crosswise
across t*he butter plate, no piece of
silver or dish Is placed on the table
other than perfectly straight.
It is considered better form to have
only three pieces of silver on each
side of the plate. The silver is so laid
that one begins at the outside and
uses in toward the plate. This helps
the uncertain guest to know just what
to use and always keeps the table from
looking awkward as It most certainly
would look if one began at the plate
and worked out. The last two pieces
of silver laying so far removed from
the plate would spoil the compactness
of the cover. A great many ideas in
table service seem silly but when
thought about it is readily seen that
there is method in everything.
In next Saturday’s article we will
continue the placing of silver.
Florence Foreman Ellis

For

The Surplus and Profits of thia Bank exceed its

on the Roll of Honor.

moment. This, however, is less expe
dient than the warming oven and
forethought.
The drinking water should be
chilled or iced but when poured into
the glass no ice should accompany it.
It 'is most disconcerting to try to drink
water and have bits of ice bobbing
around in the wrong place. Th'is rule,
however, does not hold true with iced
beverages—they are filled with finely
chopped ice. Water glasses should
be filled not more than three-fourths
full.

Used Furniture

Is your Antenna properly
protected

Capital. It therefor occupiae a diatinguished place

3age Seven

CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
We are offering lome remark
able bargains in just what you
need to furnish camp or cottage

or to fit up that room at home at
low cost.

A complete line of Household
Goods—all bargains—homes fur
nished from attic to cellar, Stoves,
Refrigerators, Desks, Safes, Musi
cal instruments, etc.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.

writers.

House-Sherman, Inc.
Electricians
47Stf

Formerly occupied by Rockland
Produce Co.
Telephone 427-R
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
75STaf

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Bowden and
son, Miss Beverly Bowden and Bing
ham Young of Rockland have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Staf
ford.
Mr and Mrs. Dudley Hovey and
Miss Virginia Hovey of Newtonville,
Mass., ar£ passing a week with Mr.
and Mrs. F. A. Hovey.
Mrs. Mary Matthews and Miss
Gertrude Burkett of Needham. Mass.,
re occupying Mrs. Matthews’ cot
tage at Martin’s Point.
Mr. and Mrs. David Evans of Wa
tertown, Mass., have been guests of
Mr. and Mrs George Howard
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Larrabee and |
Mrs. Rose Post of Rockland have
been at Mrs. Isadore Hoffses.*
Mrs. Francis Redlon, who has been
the guest of her mother Mrs. Melvina
Comery, has returned to Waltham,
Mass.
Miss Frances Castner of Boston has
been the guest of her parents Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony Castner.
George Buchhn h^s returned from
a trip to^the White Mountains.
Maurice David of Detroit, Mich., is
visiting his fatlie’r Solomon David.
Mr. and -Mrs. Ainsley Moody and
young son have returned to Bath.
Mrs. B. G. Mitchell of Sanford.
Mass., and Mrs. Arthur Allen have
been guests of Mrs. Arthur Hatch.
Capt. Willard Wade is at home
from Brooklyn for a few days.
Jack Cooney is in Lakeville, Conn.,
where he will attend the Hotchkiss
summer schbol for six weeks.
Three operators from the Buffum’s
Beauty Shop in 'Orono were at “The
Beauty Nook.” Thursday, giving per
manent waves.
Mrs. Osborne Welt who suffered a
bad fall several weeks ago, is now
able to Ibe about the house.
Mrs. Joseph Stafford, who has been
spending a few days in Rockland has
returned home.
William IFoss of Friendship street
is spending the week in Waterville
and Benton.
Mrs. Morrill Grey of Boothbay Har
bor is the guest of her sister Mrs.
Joseph Stafford.
AJiss Evangeline Bloom of Rye, N.
Y., is the guest of Mrs. R. S. Cooney.
J| C. Arrowsmith of St. Johns, N.
B., A. W. Tobey of Portsmouth, N. H,
Joseph de Napoli, Joseph de Napoli
Jr., and Albert Parker of Revere,
Mass., James Welch of Portland, J.
Crowely, Charles F. D’Arcy and W.
M. Brown of Boston. Philip Cohen
and John Crowe of Malden, Mass.,
are registered at the Medomak House.
At the meeting of Meenahga
Grange the first and second degrees
were conferred upon four candidates.
During the Lecturer’s hour a musical
program and chbrades were enjoyed.
A special meeting of the Grange will
be held next Monday evening.
Mrs. Sadie White Schwartz, 61,
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis White died at her homo in this
place July 12. She is survived by her
husband Edgar Schwartz, one daugh
ter Mrs. Adeline Wishart of Portland
and two sons Lewis and Edgar. Rev.
George W. Collins, pastor of the Bap
tist Church, officiated at the last
services. Interment was made in the
Rural cemetery.
Rev. Henry E. Dunnack wifi preach
at the Congregational Church Sun
day afternoon and evening.
The
Heiser family of Boston and Bremen
will have charge of the musical pro
gram.
An interesting and helpful Innova
tion has been introduced by the
Board of Trade in their rooms in the
Paragon Button Corporation Block.
It is in the form of an information
bureau of which Mrs. Otis Ellis has
charge. The rooms will be always
open for visitors in town to rest or
secure all needful information in re
gard to rooms for tourists, vacant
houses to let. over-night camps and
any other local bits of information.
Mrs. Ellis is well qualified for this
work and will be glad to assist the
inquirer by giving desired informa
tion.

Oakland Park
TONIGHT
HUDSON ESSEX CHALLENGERS

Radio Entertainers
SPECIAL NOTICE!
The regular Tuesday night dance will be held Mon
day next week. Regular dances Thursday and Saturday—Leo Doucettes Band playing.

Admission 50 Cents

MT. KATAHDIN HIGHEST
Maine, considered more an agri
cultural and forested State rather
than mountainous, nevertheless has a
total of 138 summits ranging in eleva
tion from 245 feet to 5.273 feet.
Records at the State House reveal
that Mt. Katahdin tops them all with
an elevation of a mile, while Baggett

hill in Lincoln County is the smallest
summit, reaching 245 feet. East
Royce mountain in Oxford County is
the second highest, reaching upward
for 3,125 feet. In order, are Mount
Moxie, Somerset County, 2.925 feet;
and Pleasant Pond mountain. Somer
set. 2,4X0 feet. A great number of
peaks rise to a height of approxi
mately 1.000 feet.

Fate And A
Beautiful
Woman
Make Him
A Fugitive
From Justice!

w

phi

A prosperous business man: Meeting a beau
tiful woman . . . defending her from another man’s
sudden brutal attack I Only to be double-crossed
•by the very woman he’s defending! Le*ft alone to
face grim punishment!
His life in a moment
changed from luxury to that of a hunted criminal!

ILLIAM POWELL

« Shadow of the Law
A Paramount All Talking Drama

With

Natalie Moorhead, Marion Shillings

Cartoon

Comedy
Technicolor Act

'

NOW SHOWING

Zane Grey’s

/C

“THE BORDER LEGION’
One of the
Publiw
Theatres

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

Tel. 409

MONDAY-TUESDAY
What happens to a Don Juan
when he falls seriously in love?
Here’s the answer in this gay
passllonate unforgettable romance
,.r /A 1.1 i-'.-.lr,
of Old Simin

z
4

Hear the golden voice of the
silver screen in new love songs!

RAMON NOV ARRO

WASHINGTON
Dr. S. B. Overlock of Ponyfret,
Conn., is spending a part of the sum
mer in Maine visiting at Edith
Overlock’s and with other relatives
and friends.
Miss Bernice Light of Augusta Is*
staying for, a few weeks with her
aunt Mrs. Georgia Bowman.
Mrs. Ilda Russell and daughter
Lillian are at the Farrar homestead
for the summer and Sunday enter
tained friends from away.
The next meeting of the Ladies’
Guild will be July 29* and all are
urged to be. present.
The event of the season occurs at
Grange hall. Aug. 6.—the- annual
mid-summer sale conducted by the
ladies of the community and Guild,
when articles both useful and orna
mental will be on sale. Ice cream
will be on the side, but no small part
of the occasion. From 5 till 7 supper
will la? served and all whb have ever
partaken of one of the Guild suppers
will not want to miss this one. Many
other features will make the affair
one of the most attractive ever held,
and to the public a cordial invitation
is extended to attend. Let no one
miss it. Don't forget the date, Aug. 6.
•
Mrs. Ida Light

The community is grieved in learn
ing of th£ death of Mrs. Ida Light.
70, who for many years has been a
resident of South Liberty. With her
husband, the late Allrert Light, she
was identified with the church and
its work fo.r many years, and will be
greatly missed in that sphere. Mrs.
Light had been in poor health for
several years. She was on a visit at
her son Walter’s when attacked with
flu, from which she did not rally

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want «ll your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or writs Charles Shane, cars of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Ms. Tsl.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raisar.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

“IN GAY MADRID”
—ALSO—

Metro Colortor.e

Paramount Sound News
TODAY ONLY

“WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE”
PUBLIX
SHOWS
Daylight Time
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 11.00

a

Home of
Paramount
Pictures
TEL. 892

'EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT”

Regatta Week, July 21-26
DANCES
At

CAMDEN YACHT CLUB
MONDAY,

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY EVENINGS
•

AND

Admission 50c
86-88

YE GREENE ARBOUR
UNION, MAINE

Tourist’s Home,

Tea Room

Gift Shop

SPECIAL GREEN PLATE LUNCHEON
$1.00
Salads, Sandwiches, Etc.
Bridge Parties Solicited
Special for Saturday Night

Baked Beans and Fixin’s, 50c
A new line of Pottery and China just received from Janan, make
interesting Bridge Prizes. Also Hand Painted Book Lndl, Door
Stops, Lamp/, Etc., all reasonabaly priced.

EDITH BESSE GREENE, Hoetess

Telephone Union 7-5

++++ 44-H- M++- I
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RHODES

IN

EUROPE

Doing the High Spots of Italy and Noting Some of Mus
solini’s Striking Characteristics

TA'

V

NOTICE

THE REALM OF MUSIC

fl! «

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Discontinuance Freight Service

By James Edward Rhodes, 2nd
[The Third Letter]
Pension Edelweiss (Home of Petei
Rendl) Oberammergau. June 2.
I have seen a good deal since 1
wrote you from Florence last Monday
morning and have a good deal to say
so I will write you from here before
taking the bus back to Innsbruck.
One of the great desires of my fife
has at last be» n fulfill* d. I have seen
the Passion Play, and it came up to
my expectations fully. I have known
about it since 1890, for you may re
member that the late Mrs. Emily C.
Hitchcock, beloved by all who knew

dise, seventy-two feet long by thirty
feet high and said to be the largest
single canvas in the world, is well
worth seeing. On looking at it and
seeing the large number of people in
the picture. Richard said that he
thought that Paradise was awfully
crowded. We found most interesting
leather and jewelry shops in Venice,
more so than in any other places in
Europe, and the Venetian glass work
is wonderful.
Last Wednesday afternoon* while in
Venice we took a motor boat trip
around the outlying islands of the

Every-Other-Day
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Rockland, Thomaston, Camden

Tho«e who still recall with pleas- la crowd of 12.000 men and women to
rise and pay tribute to Arthur
tire the glorious voice and delightful
' Fiedler, the conductor.
It was a
"ON MY SET”
personality of Beatrice Belkin, colora i most unusual demonstration of popuON AND AFTER FRIDAY, AUGUST 1, the freight service of the
tura soprano, who was featured in a j larlty. Fiedler had just mounted his
Reception Thursday night was
Rockland, Thomaston and Camden street railway, maintained between these
uncommonly strong and clear,
Chapman concert in Rockland some stand, and before he had a chance to
t acknowledge the applause, this old
towns will be discontinued.
and during the late hours of the
years ago. will be Interested to learn
j man who was sitting a few rows In
evening many stations were in
that she is the most recent recruit of j front of the conductor, rose from his
evidence. WBZ brought in very
This decision has been pending for over two years during which time
Roxy's "Gang" to be honored by ad I seat, motioned frantically to those
clearly the blow by blow details
the
Company
has endeavored to keep this service going in face of a very
around
him
to
follow
suit.
And
Ilk?
of the Mandel-Singer fight for
mission to the Metropolitan Opera
a wave slowly ebbing, the crowd
the lightweight championship.
Company. She is the seventh of
material
financial
loss.
tame to Its feet, according to the
Roxy's discoveries to have achieved custom of the Boston Symphony OrCol. Charles A. Lindbergh will
her. and Mrs. Nina Tillson Day. saw lacoon which form the city and saw
After carefully considering the shipping requirements of its few cus
the grand opera stage. Among his ; i hestra. in welcoming Koussevttzky
deliver his first prepared radio
the performance in that year. Mrs. sonic of the distinctive features of the
tomers, and the amount of business it may expect in the future, there ap
address at 10 p. m. (Boston time)
older protegees are Jeanne Gordon hack from his vacation, and cl.'?ered
locality.
The
island
of
Mura
no
is
Hitchcock us d to tell me about it
Aug. 8 over a worldwide network
and Mario Chamlee ot the Metro- j‘hei; own maestro. Arthur Fiedler,
pears to be no alternative but a complete discontinuance of this service.
and always encouraged me to go and famous for its glass works. We were
of stations. The announcement
politan who first appeared la-fore the
"And. when Fiedler raised Ins baton
bate,
see it. I have, therefore, been look privileged to see some of the glass
and the orchestra sounded the open
said it was understood Jpis ad
public
at
the
Rivoli
and
Rialto
The

blowers
at
work
and
some
fine
speci

ing forward to seeing it ev r since I
The Company plans to maintain its usual passenger service.
dress would elaborate his recom
atres. tliVn under Roxy's direction. ing bars of the introduction to the
have known about it. 1 intended to mens of their work. The island of
mendations for promoting inter
Desiree Dufrere and the late Vincente third act of Wagner’s 'Lohengrin.' the
write you about it in tills letter, but Burano is famous for the beautiful
national air transport.
Ballister went directly from Roxy's reverent silence of the great crowd
Very cordially yours,
1 am afraid that I cannot do any jus Venetian lace, all hand work, and we
wing to the Chicago Opera Com was even a greater tribute. Men and
tice to the subject within these limits, saw the women and children at work
women,
speaking
every
known
lan

PARK
THEATRE
pany.
Last
season
the
Metro

so with your indulgence I will write making this lace, some in their homes
By H. P. BLODGETT,
politan added two additional Roxy guage and dialect made up part of
about it separately and perhaps at and others at a center where they
this
vast
audience.
congregated for the work. The girls
The manner in which an unex artists to its company, Edltha
Division Manager,
greater length than I could do here.
These concerts are to be given
of the island are brought up to this pected twist of fate can direct the Fleisher and Frederick Jaegel.
every
night
in
this
week
except
Sat

Florence
Central
Maine
rower Company,
By-th-way, did you hear Frederick
work, and there is a school there at destiny of a man’s' life and complete
urday. beginning at 8.15.
81-91
Our stay at Florence was somewhat which it is taught. The island of Tor- ly change it from commonplace, Jaegle sing In the General Motors
An interesting bit was the brief
disappointing, as we were there for c llo. now practically deserted except eveiyday existence to a whirlwind of Family Party Monday evening? H's address of Lieut. Gov. Youngman.
one day and it rained most of tbe day. for a few farmer and fisher folk, was unusual adventure, is vividly and work tevealed a splendid voice and representing Governor Allen. In which
For that reason we did not see much centuries ago a populous island, but imaginatively demonstrated in Wil keen artistry.
I,'? eongratultted Mr. Fiedler and
of the city, but my opinion of Florence the inhabitants had to leave because liam Powells newest starring Para
BEAR INDIAN NAME8
stated that shortly the Common an accomplished violinist, pianist and I copy by writing John A. Gould &
is that it is one of those cities which it became exceedingly unhealthy. A mount picture, “Shadow of the Law."
A glimp«e of the musical treat in wealth would have a larger and more player of the viola and celesta.
ns. 239 Boylston street. Boston.
does not make much of an impression beautiful old church, now rather which comes for Monday and Tues store for Mrs. Sadie Leach, on tour effective shell for his orchestra which
Abenaki* and Micmact Responsibla
• * • •
• * • •
upon one at first but grows up >n one badly in need of repairs, is the atjpac- day.
of Europe is visiting shrines of music would allow for an audience of 20.000
For Soma of th* Jaw-Cracking
"Let me go where'er I will.
Cyrus H. K. Curtis, honorary
For in ‘'Shadow of the Law” the is given in this item which appeared
I hear a sky-born music still:
on acquaintance. It is much different tion for tourists on this island.
River Title*.
He declared the success of the Es member of the Portland Men's Sing
It sounds from all things old.
opening sequence shows William recently in the Boston Globe:
from the other Italian cities that I
Impressions of Italy
planade concerts was th'e result of
It sounds from all things young,
Powell, a well-to-do business man.
■■
From the Abenakls and Micmaca
saw and I was told that it contained
"The opera festival at Munich tMs the persona! efforts of Mr. Fiedler, ing Cluh. was honor guest at the
Krum all that's fair, from all that's foul.
Now that I am safely out of Italy escorting a beautiful woman he lias
outing of the eluh recently at Peaks'
who roamed the forest fastnessea and
Teals out a cheerful sung.
wonderfully interesting stores and
summer, consisting of works by
which was able to interest certain Island at tWe summer home of Mr.
and do not expect to be Iback there just met to the door cf her apartment
It is not only tn the rose.
shores of Maine before the white
shops, but we did not get the c,pporIt is not only In the bird.
again for some time, I am going to suite. As she opens the door, a burly, Wagner and Mozart, will extend from public-spirited men and women to and Mrs. Alfred H. Tracy. About 45
man's domination, came many of the
tunity to see them, much to my wife's
July 21 to Sept. 1. Of Wagner then*
Not. only where the rainbow glows.
outline briefly my impressions of the hard visaged man jumps to his feet,
contribute for the support of the or members were present, the afternoon
Nor in tile snug of woman heard.
names of lakes, rivers and settle
regret. I was much interested in the • n „........
. .
t
,
will be five performances of ‘Die chestra of 50 Boston Symphony men.
.....
,.
,,
,1.
country, something that 1 did not feel demanding to know where the woman
Hut In tlie darkest, meanest things
being spent with outdoor sports.
ments qsed today.
Ponte Vecchio, an old covered bridge 1like
...............
Tiiere
alway,
alway
something
sings.
”
doing or writing while 11 was has t)een slightly embarrassed Powell Meistersinger,’ two of ‘Lohengrin.’
• • • •
During the evening, several musical
All these names signified some
across the Arno River lined with ' there. I visited four of the principal
four of ‘Parsifal.’ a single cycle of
—Emerson.
excuses himself and leaves. A ffcw the ‘Ring des Nibelungen’ in the
Fiedler was born in Boston in 1894. selections were given hy the mem
thing specific to the Indians of that
shops on each side, the type of bridge
j cities, (Naples, Rome, Florence and minutes later, this woman rushes to
day, and while many of the names
of hundreds of years ago which has
ANOTHER AIRMAN COMING
week of August 7-14, and two of the and obtained his early musical train bers. Alfred Brinkler accompanying
Venice, and enjoyed each one very Powell's' rooms in the same hotel.
ing In that city. His first musical on the piano. In the list of guests
remain as thfey were originally, others
now almost completely disappeared.
much. On the whole Venice is. I She is followed by the unknown man. ‘Flying Dutchman.’ These will be
are
some
familiar
names
—
Mr.
and
training, in fact, came from his father.
This is the only one of its kind that
Captain Dieudonne Coste, French '1th unpronounceable or multi-sylbelieve, the city in which I would who breaks into Powell's apartment given in the Prince-Regent Theatre.
,blea have been shortened or for1 have ever seen in Europe. We were
The Mozart operas will be heard in Emanuel Fiedler, for 25 years a first Mrs. Curtis, Mr. and Mrs. Brinkler, aviator, expects to start his projected
want to spend the least time, interest and proceeds to beat her up. Powell,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Lincoln
Hill,
Mr.
violinist of the Boston Symphony
tten entirely and their meanings
down on the bridge the Sunday after
flight across the Atlantic to New
ing and unique as it is. Naples is a attempting to save the woman, strikes the Residenz Theatre, where Mozart
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Kennedy.
noon that we reached Florence, but
scure.
himself conducted the first perform Orchestra and a member of the
large seaport, a maritime city, beau the man a heavy blow on the chin.
.
•
.
•
York
in
a
day
or
two
in
the
Ques

the shops were then closed.
Among those associated with the
ance of his own ‘Idomeo.’ The works original Franz Kneisal Quartet.
tiful in itself and with wonderful en The man reels backwards, crashes
“Facts About Old Violins" an article tion Mark. He said his course will present day Maine are: Androscog
He Joined the Boston Symphony as
1 was in the Gallery of the Vfflzi,
for this summer will include perfor
virons. l>oth on the mainland and the through the window and plunges to
viola player in 1915 and for a long written by John A. Gould of the firm be due west to the French' coast, gin, meaning "somebody found some
one of the famous art museums cf the
adjacent islands. Rome is wonderful, the street 20 stories below. The mances of ‘The Magic Flute,’ ‘The
world, for a while, and I was much
Marriage of Figaro,’ ‘Cosi Fan Tutte.’ time was its youngest player. About of John A. Gould & Sons of Boston, thence toward Newfoundland, or thing;" Aroostook. “Beautiful River;”
rich both in past history and present woman runs from the room, and by
six years ago Mr. Fiedler founded th'e recently sent to Sanford Welt of this
Kennebec, “Long Water Place;”
impressed by the beautiful paintings
grandeur and its contributions to the the time the police arrive, has disap The Abduction from the Seraglio’
"Boston Sinfonietta” a small orches city has been passed to me. Mr. somewhat south by way of Sable Katahdln, “The Biggest Mountain;”
and tapestries. Much to my regret
law and religion of the world, the peared from the hotel. And Powell, and ‘Don Giovanni.’
I did not get into the Pitti Palace,
"Porcupine
Place;"
The festival will be under the direc tra of about 20 men from the Boston Gould who is an authority on violins Island and Halifax, and down along Madawaska,
head of a great church, for although
another famous ait gallery. The Vatican City, wholly within Rome, is an innocent man if there ever was one. tion of Hans Knappartsbusch. the Symphony. The “Sinfonietta” has and violin making has set forth some the coast to Roosevelt Field. Until. Piscataquis, “Little Branch Stream;”
is left alone to explain to a harddone much modern music written In very interesting and surprising state- now hi has favored the Azores route, Seeboomook, "My River;” and Skow
Cathedral, the Duomo as it is called,
now a separate and distinct political boiled Police Inspector and District guest conductors to be Richard
the Campanile, and the Baptistery,
Strauss. Hans Pfitzner, Egon Poliak the smaller forms. Mr. Fiedler con ments on the subject of old violins, which he used last year when forced hegan, "'Where the Indian used to
j entity, no dividing line is apparent Attorney a series of circumstances
ducts. He is also the conductor of and anyone who is particularly in- 1 to turn back because of adverse wait for fish to run up and to spear
all near together, are very interesting,
and the name of'Kome in its religious which have practically no chance of and Leo Blech. Among tbe partici
for they are different ffom anything '
them as they went by."
pating artists best known are Maria the Cecilia Society Chorus. He is terested in this subject can procure ' winds.
sense will always be synonymous being believed.
that I have seen elsewher? in Italy, i
Oiszewska, Alexander Kipnis and
with the Vatican. Florence is a
The action of “Shadow’ of
the "Law” Emil Schipper, associated with the
The ride from Rome to 'Florence on .
,
i
----------------the train is fascinating, for it is i ^ecca for art students, and I am sure j ls rapld and decisive, making the Chicago Opera Company.
through the hill country of Italy and
I mo8t
a nunlber
highly dramatic
While we do not know just what
acquaintance. Venice, as!I have said
many of the towns whicli we saw. is unique, the only one of its kind. situations and building up to a cli Mrs. Leach is to hear, we know she
max of unusual effectiveness and in is to attend a certain portion of this
Modern Italy is synonymous with terest.—adv.
tance. were perched high up on hills
festival. With* her keen love and un
Mussolini and fascism. I place Mus
and strongly fortified for the time in
derstanding of music, what an in
solini first, and it is of the political
which they were built. To he appreci phase that I want to write.
STRAND THEATRE
spirational story she will bring back
ated this trip should be taken hy
• * * •
Speaking plainly, bluntly, and di I The new singing Ramon Novarro is
automobile, but this takes more time
Once each winter Beatrice Harrison
rectly
to
the
point,
Italy
is
now
under
nnd we did not have the time to do
! more entertaining than ever in his plays her cello for Americans over
It. I can say of Florence, as of the absolute domination of a patriotic ! latest musical-romance. “In Gay the National Broadcasting Chain. On
the other cities which we have visited passionate, dominating and autocratic I Madrid,” Monday and Tuesday at this each occasion an unusual feature of
that I hope to go back and see it dictator, the result of which is that I theatre.
her program has been a brief talk to
the country is alive with a militaris
sometime.
The story concerns the career of her listeners, in her pleasantly hightic and overbearing nationalism. On
..
s . ; Ricardo, son of the Marquis de
Venice
the civil side Italy Is well organized, j CastIelar, whose lait year ofM ,aw at pitched English voice, during which
shb asked any Americans who might
busy,
clean
and
tidy
Every one who goes to Europe on a
as everyone is the University of Madrid is inter- be in England during the summer to
thoroughly
scared
and
political
life
pleasure trip looks forward to see
rupted by an affair with the notorious drop in and call at her Sussex cottage.
ing Venice, for the pictures of Venice and activity, except fascism, is at a dancer La Goyita.
A traveler who took advantage of the
standstill,
practically
non-existent.
with its canals instead of streets, and
In the hope of breaking this wom- invitation has brought back an inter
On
the
military
side
the
sabre
is
Its gondolas and gondoliers in place
jan’s hold upon his son, the Marquis esting story in which he tells of the
of teams and drivers, or now automo-' rattling. Officers and soldiers are sends Ricardo to finish his law train nightingales which live in the woods
seen
everywhere.
Fascist!
police
are
biles and chauffeurs. Is an early rec
ing at the school of Santiago de Com on Miss Harrison’s Sussex estate. In
ollection with all. The lmnk of the omnipresent, and in addition the postela, a small university some dis fact, the cellist has broadcast with
country
is
undoubtedly
honeycombed
automobile horn is not heard, hut the
tance from the city and many in th'e nightingales, and has won the
whistle of the small steamer and the with a plain clothes secret police force triguing circumstances result.
name of "Th'? Lady of the Nightin
which
is
watching
everybody
and
motor boat takes its place.
Robert Z. Leonard has directed this
everything. I had reason to believe picture with his usual skill, keeping gales.” Quoting from the traveler’s
We went from Florence to Venice
that some of these men were in the it moving at a brisk pace and intro account:
last Tuesday. The country Is hilly
We lingered in the pasture, for the
same compartment on the train with ducing the songs at pertinent mo
and mountainous until within a few
us on some of our trips, and I consid ments. The photography is a treat nightingales live there. At any mo
miles of Venice, so we passed through
ered it advisable to keep quiet in to the eye, while the costumes and ment there might rise the lovely note
many tunnels. Venice is wholly sepa
which has moved poets and musicians
every language I knew.
settings are as beautiful as anything since poets and musicians were. But
rated from the main land by water,
I am a great admirer of Mussolini yet seen on the screen.—adv.
and the train passes over a long
no note came. And Miss Harrison
as a civil administrator. To me he
trestle in reaching the city, much like
seems to be sort of a Theodore moos, and reached Oberammergau then said what I had been hbplng
going into Atlantic City. Getting off
she’d say: ‘I'll serenade them. Then
Roosevelt with a balance wheel. He
along in the middle of the afternoon. they'll come. Tiiere are IS round
from the train the visitor gets into
has [rescued* Italy from threatened
We had been assigned to stay with
tlie spirit and atmosphere of Venice
bolshevism, for which he is entitled j Peter Rendl. who takes the part of about here. Surely one of them will
Immediately, for the station is on tin
to the appreciation of the world, and the Apostle Peter in the play. When sing for us.’
Grand Canal, the main dual run
"She went to the house and brought
has reconstructed a well organized we were landed in the middle of the
ning through tlie city, and ti.cre are
nation out ot what seemed might be village I had no idea where his house her treasured cello. She chose a spot
Scores of gondolas waiting tiiere in
come an almost hopeless wreck. He was. and so we got into a waiting car whbre last year’s nests were built.
stead of the taxicabs with which we
is a reincarnation of Napoleon and the riage and asked to be driven there. She drew her bow. Through the
are familiar in every other place.
silence of the fields there throbbed the
They are the taxis of Venire, the gon political executor of the ideas of The driver and some bystanders low. vibrant melody of Delius' 'Sere
Kaiser William II. As long as he con
doliers are tiie chauffeurs, and their
laughed, and tlhe driver turned the nade.' It floated over the gently
fine?. himself to the civil and economic
use is regulated as is the use of taxi
team around and drove about a hun waving grasses and was lost in the
organization of Italy he will be all
dred feet across the bridge over the feathery trees. In a moment there
cabs elsewhere.
right,
but
it
seems
inevitable
that
a
Gondolas are mighty fascinating
Ammer River and stopped, charged came another note, hesitating at first,
person of his temperament will some
things. They look just lik, their pic
us two marks, and we were there. It then full-throated and rich'-toned.
time
start
on
a
program
of
outside
tures. so description is unnecessary.
would have been cheaper to have in The nightingale had answered his
1 wish, however, tliat 1 might de- domination, and when and if he starts quired.
serenade. For several minutes the
out ujMin an aggressive foreign policy
scrilie the fascination of gliding along
I had with me a letter of introduc two songs mingled and an exquisite
for Italy he will then become a men
tion to Anton 'Lang. Jr., son of Anton harmony filled the waiting woods."
tlie canals of Venice in one of them
but this is Impossible. Til'' gondolier ace to the peace of the world.
Lang who played the part of Christus
....
'
>»
....... r
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Innsbruck
propels the craft from the stern with
in 11900, 1910 and (1922, from Mrs.
A high light of last week was the
a long oar. standing and with a grace
We went from Venice to Innsbruck Allan E. Brosmith, wife of one of my letter from Edna Johnson, formerly
ful arm and body movement. The last Thursday, and the trip took associates in the office. Mr. and -Mrs. of Rockport, and now located in
oar post is a curved post on the star practically the whole day. It was Brosmith had entertained him at their
Boston f 208 Huntington avenue).
board side of tile boat, and the oar through the Italian and Australian home when he was a student in Holy Miss Johnson although making brief
rests against a groove in this post. Alps, and it was beautiful. We did not Cross College. We went to present the visits at Rockport whfere her father
Our tirst experience in n gondola was go to Innsbruck so much to see the letter soon after our arrival. I did was pastor of the Methodist church,
in going from tlie station to our hotel. place as we did to get a little let up, not find him at home, for he was at formed many friends, particularly
We started out on tlie Grand Canal, or let down, after tbe strenuous trav Gottingen at the university, but 1 through musical contact, for she is
but the rule in a taxi rid. is that the eling of the preceding ten days, and presented the note to his father and an exceptionally fine musician. Since
gondolier shall take the shortest .is a transfer point to Oberammergau, we had a most delightful talk with that time, she attended Peabody In
5' y-'
route and so we soon turned down a but we are siirely glad that we took hiim. We purchased a copy of his stitute in Baltimore, and for the past
side canal, crossing tie Grand Canal it in on our way. It is the principal memoirs and he autographed the
year has been going to Boston Uni
again and going along another side cii.v of the Austrian Tyrol, surround photograph of himself in it for us, and versity. And talk about ambition!
A new name in radio ... General Motors! A new contribu
canal before reaching the lintel. It ed by high snowcapped mountains, also autographed a little memoran Listen:
is marvelous tie* way in which the and it is needless to say that it is dum 'book for Richard. Anton Lang is
tion to the complete enjoyment of radio reception • . •
“Since exams early in June, I have
gondoliers manipulate these lung beautiful. We did practically no sight Mill in the prime of life but is too been working to earn money to go to
old
now
to
take
part
of
Christus.
Tie
boats in the nan ow iminis anil around
the Tone Selector!
ing there, but did take a short
summer school which begins at once
still has an Important part in the
Drners, avoiding | j,ive around the city.
short and Isharp
and continues until Aug. 18. at which
play,
as
he
leads
the
choir
and
re

motorboats, other gondoliers, and the
Coming up from Venice we passed
I am to take ‘Sch'aol Orchestras and
Handsome period models of radios and radio-phonographs
other water eraft.
through Trento, in Italy, and the ap cites the prologue before each act.
Bands,’ 'Instrumentation' and I am
While Venice is irresistibly interest proach to this place was interesting,
I found Oberammergau the quaint
exchanging 'piano' for French les
embodying everything that Product oj General Motors
ing and fascia ting because of its is the railroad is built in long curves Bavarian peasant village that I had sons with a French lady, and
uniqueness.the touiist can soon hit d ovn a high mountain and the city is expected to find it. subjected to
'piano' for violin lessons of a very
stands for . . . advanced design, superlative performance,
the high spots, and unless < ne d<siri s first seen from the top of this moun fearful strain in the years of the fine violinist. There are so many
to make an intensive study of the city, tain. There at Trento we availed our Passion Play but well 'prepared to things I want to take to better fit
outstanding value . . . and bringing to radio reception
or to loaf around in its charms, a long selves of the opportunity of eating a stand that strain. Peter Rendl, with myself for music work.”
stay is unnecessary. In lad one may station lunch, something which we whom lam staying, is a delightfully
actual mastery oj tone with the Tone Selector.
not desire to make a long stay. for. iiad wanted to do since we began see simple and genuine man, a wood
Singing in the bathtub is Just a
on the smaller canals at least. \ < nice ing them. These are lunches put up carver, and we saw some flne speci
form of conceit, according to Reinald
Is odoriferous. Unlor.unately I can in bags and sold from carts on the mens of his work. His wife is a Werrenrath, the noted baritone.
See them . . . hear them . . . today!
smell in Europe, while at home my station platforms as the trains stop. daughter of Josepf Mayr, who took “Bathrooms are generally small,” he
the
part
of
Christus
in
the
plays
of
olfactory nerves are considerably They are complete meals, hot spa
said. “Their wails, particularly If
atrophied. To us and to ltiel,aril at ghetti. and wine included. We found 1870, 1880 and 1890. the years when they are of tile, make splendid sound
least, the most inn resting place in it satisfactory, although it was dif- tlhe Passion Play was coming into reflectors.
The bathtub singer's
Venice was the Plaza of St. .Mark's, | licult to eat it gracefully and with due worldwide prominence, and was one voice, with tWe aid of the sound-rewhere thousands of pigeon congre- | regard to proper table manners in a of the men who established it as
world event. 1 have had a talk with ilecling walls, seems from 50 to loO
gate for the feeding whicii visitors crowded railway compartment.
Mrs. Rendl about her father, studded percent better than it really Is.”
extend to them, and there are many
» * • •
Innsbruck to Oberammergau
a large picture of him which hangs
vendors there selling hags of corn to
Sunday evening. July 13, the open
As 1 have already said, we went to in the room we are occupying, and
feed to them. The Church of St.
Mark's, the Campanile, and the Palace Innsbruck in transit to Oberammer visited his grave in the village ing of the second season of Esplanade
of the Doges are al, right there so gau. and we left there by bus for churchyard. We are now ready to Concerts (Boston) took place. It was
manv of the points of interest are well o'x i ammergau on-Saturday morning, start back to Innsbruck on tlhe bus an auspicious opening, with an al
concentrated. The church Is won The distance was about forty miles, and as I said in the beginning I want most dramatic touch given when a
derful. and so is the Palace of the I should say, by a beautiful route over to make tbe Passion Play tbe subject white-haired little man with a stoop,
dressed in shappy work day clothes,
Fern I’ass. We stopped on our
ot Tinto
Doges. The large picture
pn.u.c ...
.......
— way
----- of a special article rather than in
retto In the Palace, tlie Glory of Para- t for lunch at Hotel Diei Mohren, Ler- elude an account of It In this letter. who spoke in guttural English, led
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